UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COliRT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

f:RIVHNAJ. NO.

v.

COMMERZBANK AG, and
COMMERZBANK AG ~EW YORK
BRANCH
Defendants.
DEFERRED PROSECUTION AGREEMENT
Defendant Commerzbank AG and Commerzba nk AGNew York Branch (collectively,
the "Company''), by its undersigned representatives, pursuanllo authority granted by the
Company' s Board of Directors. and the Un1ted States Department of Justice, Criminal Division.
Asset forfeiture and Money Laundering Section; the United States Attorney's Office tor the
District of Columbia; and the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern D istrict of ~ cw
York (the "Offices"), enter into this defetTed proseculion agreement (the "Agreemen t'"), the
terms and conditions of which are as follows:

Criminal Information and Acceptance of Responsibility
I.

The Company acknowledges and agrees that the Offi ces will file the attached

four-count criminal Information in the United States Distri ct Court for the District of Columbia
charging the Company with (1) knovv·ingly and willfully conspiring to violate the Tnternational
Emergency Economi c Powers Act ("IEEPA"), in violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 371, and Title 50, United States Code, Sections 1701-1705, and the regulation s issued
thereunder; and (2) willfully violating v arious provisions of the Currency and Foreign
Transaction s Reporting Act of 1970, as amended (commonly known as the Bank Secrecy Act, or
" BSA"), including (a) failure to maintain an effective anti-money laundering ("AML") program ,

in violation of Title 31, United States Code, Sect10ns 5318(h) and 5322(b) & (c): (b) failure tn
tile suspicious acttvity reports. in violation of Title 31, United States Code. Sections 531 8(g) and
5322(b) & (c); and (c) failure to establish due diligence f01 foreign correspondent accounts, in
violation of T itle 31, United States Code. Sections 5318(i) and 5322(d). In so doing, the
Company: (a) knowingly waive~ its right to indictment on these charges, as well as all rights to a
speedy trial pursuant to the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution, Title 18, United
States Code, Section 3161, and Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 48(b); and {b) knowingly
waives, for purposes of this Agreement and any charges by the United States arising out of the
conduct described in the attached Statements of Fact, any objection with respect to venue and
consents to the filing of the Tnformation, as provided under the tenns of this Agreement, in the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
2.

T he Company admits , accepts, and acknowledges that it is responsible uncler

United Stales law for the acts of its officers. directors, employees, and agents as charged in the
Information, and as set forth in the Statements of Fact attached hereto as Attachments A and D
and incorporated by reference into this Agreement, and that the allegations described in the
Information and the facts described in Attachments A and B are true and accurate. Should the
Offices pursue the prosecution that is deferred by this Agreement, the Company stipulates to the
admissibility of the Statements of Fact in any proceeding, including any trial , guilty plea, or
sentencing proceeding, and will not contradict anything in the Statements of Fact at any such
proceeding.

Term of the Agreement
3.

This Agreement is effective for a period beginning on the date on which the

Information is filed and ending three (3) years from that date (the ''Term"). The Company
agrees, howe\<er, that. in the event the Offices cletennine, in their so le discretion, that the
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Company has knowingly violated any provision of this Agreement, an extension or ex tens ions of
the term of the Agreement may be imposed by the Offices. in their sole discretion. for up to a
total additional time period of one year, witJ10ut prejudice to the OtJices' right tO proceed as
provided in Paragraphs 18 tlu·ough 22 below. Any extension of the Agreement extends all terms
of this Agreement, including the term s of the reporting requirement in Paragraph 13, for an
equivalent period. Conversely, in the event the Offices find, in their sole discretion, that there
exists a change in circumstances sufficient to eliminate the need for the reporting requirement in
Paragraph 13, and that the other provisions of this Agreement have been satisfied, the Term of
the Agreement may be terminated early.

Relevant Considerations

4.

The Offices enter into this Agreement based on the individual facts and

circumstances presented by this case and the Company. Among the factors considered were the
following : (a) the Company's willingne~s to acknowledge and accept responsibility for the
actions of its officers, directors, employees, and agents as charged in the Information and as set
fotih in the Statements otTact; (b) the Company's remedial actions taken to date; (c) the
Company's agreement to continue to enhance its sanctions and BSA/AML wmpliance
programs; (d) the Company's agreement to continue to cooperate with the Offices in any
ongoing investigation of the conduct of the Company and its current or fanner officers, directors ,
employees, and agents as provided in Paragraph 5 below; (e) the Company's willi ngness to settle
any and all civil and criminal claims cunently held by the Offices for any act within the scope of
the Statements of Fact; and (f) the Company's cooperation with the Offices, including
voluntarily making LJ .S. and foreign employees available for interviews, and collecting,
analyzing, and organizing voluminous evidence and information for the Offices .
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Future Cooperation and Disclosure Requirements

5

The Company shall cooperate fully with the Offices in any and all matters relating

to the conduct de·~.:ribed in this Agreement and Attachments A and 8 and other conduct under
investigation by the Offices, at any time during the Tenn of this Agreement, subject to applicable
laws and regulations, until the date upon which all investigations and prosecutions arising out of
such conduct arc concluded, whether or not those investigations and prosecutiOns are concluded
within the term specified in Paragraph 3. At rhe request of the Offices, the Company shall also
cooperate fully with other domestic or foreign law enforcement and regulatory authorities and
agencies in any investigation of the Company. or its affiliates, or any of its present or fanner
officers, directors, employees, agents, and consultants, or any other party, in any and all matters
relating to the conduct described in this Agreement and Attachments A and B and other conduct

under investigation by the Offices or any other component of the Department of Jus lice at any
time during the Term of this Agreement, subject to applicable laws and regulations. The
Company agrees that its cooperation pursuant to this paragraph shall include, but not he Iimitcd
to, the following .
a.

The Company shall truthfully disclose all factual information not

protected by a va lid claim of attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine with respect to its
activities, tho se of its affi Iiates, and those of its present and fonner directors, officers, emrloyees,
agents, and consultants, including any evidence or allegations and internal or external
investigations, related to investigations by the Offices known to the Company or about which the
omces may inquire. This obligation of truthful disclosure includes, but is not limited to, the
obligation of the Company to provide to the Offices, upon request, any document, record or other
tangible evidence about which the Offices may inquire ofthe Company.
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b.

Upon request of the Offices, the Com pany shall designate knowledgeable

empl oyees. agents. or attorneys to provide to the Offices the infonnation and materials described
in Paragraph 5(a) above on behalf of the Company It is further understuod that the Cnmpany
must at all times provide complete, t~uthfuL and accurate infonnation .
c.

The Company shall. at its cost, use its best efforts to make available for

interviews or testimony, as requested by the Offices, present or fonner officers, directors,
employees, agents and consultants of the Company. This obligation includes, but is not limited
to, swom testimony before a federal grand jury or in federal trials, as we ll as interviews with
domestic or foreign law enforcement and regulatory authorities. Cooperation under this
Paragraph shall include identification of witnesses who, to the knowledge of the Company, may

have material information regarding the matters under investigation.
d.

Upon request from the Offices, the Company shall use its good faith

efforts to identify additional witnesses who, to the Company's knowledge, may have material
infonnation concerning this investigation, and notify the Offices.
e.

With respect to any information, testimony, documenls, records, or other

tangible evidence provided to the Offices pursuant to this Agreement, the Company consents to

any and all disclosures, subject to applicable law and regulations, to other governmental
authorities, including United States authorities and those of a foreign government of such
material s as the Offices. in their sole Ji.;cretion. shall deem appropriate.
f.

The Company shall provide infonnation. materials, and testimony as

necessary or requested to identjfy or to establish the original location, authenticity, or other basis
for admission into evidence of documents or physical evidence in any criminal or judicial
proceeding.
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6.

In addition to the obligations in Paragraph 5, during the Tem1 of the Agreement,

should the r.ompany learn of credihle ev1dence or allegations of any VIolation of United States
federal law, including any criminal conduct by the Company or any of its employees acting
within the scope of their employment, the Company shall promptly report such evidence or
allegations to the

Office~ .

The Company shall likewise bring to the Offices' attention any

administrative, regulatory, civil, or criminal proceeding or investigation of the Company relating
to the I3SA or the anti-money laundering laws of any olhcr j urisdiction. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed to require :he Company to produce any documents. records or
tangible evidem:e Lhat are protected by the attorney-client pnvilege, work product dc,ctrine, or
subject to the rules and regulations of the regulators regarding the disclosure of confidentia l
supervisory information, or to take any steps in violation of Gennan or other applicable law and
legal principles.

Payment of Monetary Penalty
7.

The Offices and the Company agree that, based on the factors set forth in

18 U.S.C. § 3572(a), and l8lJ.S.C. § 357l(d). a fine of$79 mill io n is an appropriate fine in this
case. The Company agrees to pay a fine in the amount of $79 million to the United States
Treasury within five (5) business days of the date on which this Agreement is signed . The fine
amount represents twice the value of the transactions identified in Paragraph 65 of Attachment
A. The Company and the Offices agree that this fine is appropriate given the facts and
circumstances of this case, including the nature and seriousness of the Company's conduct. The
$79 million fine is final and shall not be refunded. Furthermore, nothing in this Agreement shall
be deemed an agreement by the Offices that $79 million is the maximum fine that may be
imposed in any future prosecution, and the Offices are not precluded from arguing in any future
prosecution that the Court should impose a higher fine, although the Offices agree that under
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those circumstances, they will recommend to the Court that any amount paid under this
Agreement shou ld be offset against any fme the Court imposes as part of a future j udgm ent. The
Company agrees that it will not claim, assert or apply for a tax deduction or tax credit wi1h
regard to any federal. state, local, or foreign tax for any fine paid pursuant to this Agreement
The Company shall pay the fine plus any associated transfer fees within five (5) business days of
the date on which this Agreement is signed, pursuant to payment instructions provided by the
Offices in their sole discretion. The Company releases any and all claims it may have to sucl1
funds , and further certifies that it passes clean title to these funds, which are not the subject of
any lien, security agreement, or other encumbrance. Transtening encumbered funds or failing to
pass clean title to the funds in any way will be considered a breach of this agreement. The
Company shall indemnify the government for any costs it incurs associated with the passing of
clean title to the funds.
Forfeiture

8.

As a result of the conduct described in the Infonnation and Attachments A and B,

the Company agrees to make a total payment in the amount of $563 mi II ion (the '·forfeiture
Amount") pursuant to this Agreement. The Forfeiture Amount is comprised of a payment of
$263 million on account of the conduct described in Attachment A (the "Sancti ons Forfeiture

Amount''), and $300 million on account of the conduct described in Attachment R (the
"BSNA1v1L Forfei ture Amount'} The Government intends to distribute the BSNAML

Forft:itu.re Amount to victims of the frauJ at the Olympus Corporation, consistent with lhe
applicable Department of Justice regulations. See 21 U.S.C. § 853(i)( l ) and 28 C.F.R. Part 9.
a.

The Company agrees that the facts contained in the Infonnation and

Attachment A establish that the Sanctions Forfeiture Amount is subject to civil forfeiture to the
United States and that this Agreement, the Information, and Attachment A shall be attached and
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incorporated into a civil forfeiture complaint (the ..Sanctions Civil forfeiture Complaint'} a

copy ofwh1ch is attached hereto as Attachment D, that will

b~

lild aga111St the

Sanction~

Forfe1ture Amount in the United State:; Oistnet Court for the District ofColumhia. The
Company funher agrees that the funds used to pay the

Sanction~

Forfeiture A mount were funds

involved in transactions which promoted tht: ;;arrying 011 of the conspiracy to violate fEEPA.
The Company

agrt:t:~

that there is a substantial connection between the funds used to pay the

Sanctions Forfeiture Amount and the offense alleged in the Sanctions Civil Forfeiture
Complaint.
b.

The Company agrees that the facts contamed in the lnfonnation and

Attaclm1ent B establish that the BSA/ AML Forfeiture Amount

IS

subject to civi l forfeiture to the

United States, and that this Agreement, the Information, and Attachment B shall be attached and
incorporated into a civil forfeiture complamt (the ''BSA/AML Civil Forfeiture C:omplainn, a
copy of which is attached hereto as Attachment E, that will be lileu agamst the RS,..\/AML
Fortciture Amount in the United States District Coutt for the Southern District of '\lew York.
c.

By this Ag1eement, the Company expressly 'vaives all constitutional and

statutory challenges in any manner to any forfeiture carried out in accordance with this
Agreement on any grounds, including that the forfeiture constitutes an excessive fine or
punishment. The Company also waives service of the Sanctions Civil Forfeiture Complaint and
lhe BSNA..!'vfL Civil Forfeiture Complaint, and in rem jurisdiction as to the Sanctions Forfeiture

Amount and the BSNAML Forfeiture Amount. The Company agrees to sign any documents,
including a stipulation as to the involvement of the Sanctions Forfeiture Amount in the
transactions in violation of IEEPA, net;e~sary for the Govenm1ent to complete the forfeiture of
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the funds us~~d to pay the Forfeiture Amount. The Company further agrees to the entry ofFinal
Orders of Forfeiture against the Forfeiture Amount.
d.

Upon Court approval of this Agreement the Company shall release any

and all claims it may have to the forfeiture Amount and execute such documents as necessary to
accomplish the forfeiture of the funds. The Company agrees that it will not file a claim with any
Co urt or otherwise contest the civil forfeiture of the Forfeiture Amount and will not assist a third
party in asserting any claim to the Forfeiture Amotmt. The Company certifies that the funds
used to pay the f-orfeiture Amount are not the subject of any lien. security agreement, or other
encumbrance. Transferring encumbered funds or failing to pass clean title to these funds in any
way will be considered a breach of this agreement.
e.

The Company agree~ that the Forfeiture Amount shall be treated as a

penalty paid to the United States government for all purposes, including tax purposes. The
Company agrees that it will not claim, assert, or apply for a tax deduction or tax credit with
regard to any federal, state, local, or foreign tax for any fine or forfeiture paid pursuant to this
Agreement.

f.

The Company shall transfer the entire Forfeiture Amount of $563 million

less the credit set fo1th in paragraph 8(h)

totaling $392 million- within

tlve (5) business days

after executing this Agreement (or as otherwise directed by the Offices following such period)
and shall pay any associated transfer fees. Such payment shall be made pursuant to wire
instructions provided by the Offices. If the Company fails to timely make the payment required
under this paragraph, interest (at the rate specified hy 28 U.S.C. § 1961) ;;hall accrue on the
unpaid balance through the date of payment, unless the Offices, in their sole discretion, chooses
to reinstate prosecution pursuant to Paragraphs 18-22, below.
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g.

The Forfeiture Amount paid is final and shall not be refunded should the

Govenm1ent later detennine that the Company has breached this Agreement and commences a
prosecution agamst the Company. [n the event of a breach of this Agreement and subsequent

prosecution, tht: Govt:rnmt:nl may pursue additional civil and c1iminal forfeiture in excess of the
Forfeiture Amount. The Government agrees that in the event of a subsequent breach and
prosecution , it will recommend to the Court that the amount~ paid pursuant to this Agreement be
offset against whatever forfeiture tl1e Comt shall impose as part of its judgment. The Company
understands that such a recommendation will not be binding on the Court.
h.

1l1e Offices agree that payments by the Company in connection with its

concurrent settlement of the related crimmal action brought by the New York County District
Attorney's Office, totaling $171 mil li on, shall be credited against the Sanctions Forfeih1re
Amount. The Company agrees to make the payment of $17 J million to an account designated by
the New York Cou nty District Attorney's Office.

Conditional Release from Liability
9.

Subject to Paragraphs 18 :hrough 22, the Oftices agree, except as provided herein ,

that they will not bring any criminal or c1vil case against the Company or any of its subsidiaries,
affiliates, successors or assigns, re latin g to: any of the conduct described in the Statements of
Fact, attached hereto as Attachments A and B, or the criminal Information filed pursuant to thi s
Agreement. The Offices, however, may use any information related to the conduct described in
the attached Statements of Facts against the Company: (a) in a prosecution for perjury or
obstruction of justice; (b) in a prosecution for making a false statement; (c) in a prosecution or
other proceeding relating to any crime of violence; or (d) in a prosecution or other proceeding
relating :o a violation of any provision of Titk 26 of the United States Code.
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a.

This Agreement does not provide any protection against prosecution for

any future conduct by the Company .

b.

This Agreement does not provide any protection against prosecution for

conduct that is not explicitly refereuced in Attachments A and B, the criminal Information filed
pursuant tD this Agreement, or that was not disclosed by the Company or its subsidiaries to the
Offices prior to the date on which this Agreement was !:iigm:d.
c.

This Agreement does not provide any protection against prosecution of

any present or fom1er officer, director, employee, shareholder, agent, consultant, contractcr, or
subcontractor of the Company for any violations comm itted by them.
d.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, all civil claims of the U nited States related

to the allegations in the Amended Complaint filed on or about August 17, 2014 in United States

ex rei. [Under Seal] v. [Under Seal], No. 13 Civ. 8095 (S .D.N.Y.), arc expressly reserved and
excluded from any release of liability, nothing herein shall be construed to release , impair or
otherwise affect any such claims of the United States, and no amo:.~nt paid by the Company or its
subsidiaries in connection with this agreement may be used to offset any recovery of the United
States pursuant to any such claims.

Corporate Compliance Program

I 0.

The Company represents that it has implemented and will cont in ue to implement

a compliance and ethi cs program designed to prevent and detect violations of Title 50, United
States Code, Section 1705. and the regulations issued thereunder, throughout its operations,
including those of its affiliates, agents, and joint ventures the Company can control, whose
operations include managing client accounts for clients subject to Office of Foreign Asset
Control ("OF AC") sanctions, processing payments denominated in United States Dollars, and
directly or indirectly supervising such operations. The Company has further represented that it

II

has implemented and will continue to implement a compliance and ethics program designed to
ensure compliance with the BS/\., incl uding implementing an effective ant1-money laundering
compliance program, adequate \:UStomer due diligence for correspondent accounts, and
appropriate detection and repmting of suspicious activity.
11 .

In order to address any deficiencies in its sanctions compliance programs, the

Company represents that it shall :

a.

Conlinue lo apply the 01-'AC -.;anctions li<;t tn United States Dollar

("USD") transactions, the acceptance of customers, and alllJSD cross-border Society for
Worldwide In terbank Financial Telecommunications ("SWIFT'.) incoming and outgoing

messages involving payment instructions or electronic transfer of funds;

b.

Not knowingly undertake any USD cross-border electronic fu nds transfer

or any other {.JSD transaction that is prohibited by U.S. law or OF AC regulations concerning
Iran , North Korea , the Sudan (except for those regions and activities exempted from the United

States embargo by Executive Order No. 13412), Syria, Cuba, or Burma ;
c.

Continue to complete Financial Economic Crime sanctions training,

covering US ., U.N., and E.U. sanctions and trade control laws for all em rloyees (I) involved in
the processing or investigation of USD payments and all employees and officers who directl y or

indirectly are supervising these employees. (2) involved in execution of USD denominated
securities trading orders and all employees and officers who directly or indirectly are supervising
these employees; and (3) involved in transactions or bus mess act.Jvities involv ing any nation or
entity subject to U. S., E. U., or U.N. sanctions, including the execution of cross border payments;
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d.

Continue

to

apply its written policy requiring the use of SW IFT Message

Type ("MJ'') MT 202COV bank-to -bank payment message where appropriate under SWIFT
Guidelines, and hy May 30, 2015, certify continuing application o f that policy;
e.

Continue to apply and implement compliance procedures and training

designed to ensure that the Company· s compliance officer in charge of sanctions is madl: aware
in a timely manner of any known requests or attempts by any entity (including, but not limited
to, the Company 's customers. financial institutions. companies, organizations, groups, or

persons) to withhold or alter its name or other identifying information where the request or
attempt appears to be related to circumventing or evading U.S. sancti ons laws. The Company's
Head of Compliance, or hi s or her designee, shall report to the Offices in a timely ma1mer, the
name and contact infonnation, if available to the Company , of any entity that makes such a
request;

f.

Maintain the electronic database of SWfFT Me ssage Transfer payment

messages and all tlocumt:n!s and material s produced by the Company to the United States as pa1t
of this investigation relating to USD payments processed during the period from 2002 lhrougb
2008 in electronic format during the period of this Agreement, including any exten sions;

g.

Abide by any and all requirements of the Settlement Agreement, insert

date, by and betvveen OF J\C and the Company regarding remedial measures or other required
adions rdated lo this matter;
h.

Abide by any and all requirements of the Cease and D es ist Order, insert

date, by and between the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the Company
regarding measures or other required actions related to this matter;
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1.

Abide by and all requirements of the Settlement Agreement, insert date,

by and between the '\Jew York Department of Financial Services and the Company regarding
remedial measures or other required actions related to this matter,
J.

The Company shall share with the Offices any rep01ts, disclosures, or

information that the Company. by terms of these settlement agreements, anJ the
Cease-and-Desist order,

IS

required to provide to OF AC, the Federal Reserve, and the

Department of Financial Services. The Company further agrees that any compliance consultant
or monitor imposed by the Federal Reserve or the New York State Department of Financial
Services (''DFS'') shall, at the Company's own expense, submit to the Offices any report that it
submits to the Federal Reserve or DFS.
I?.

Wi th respect to BSA/AML compliance, the Company shall continue its ongoing

effort to implement and maintai n an effective BSA/AML compliance program in accordance
with the requin:ments of the BSA and the directives and orders of any Cnited States regulator of
the Company or its affiliates. including without limitation the Federal Reserve Board, as set forth
in its Cease and Desist Order, dated October 16, 2013, and its Written Agreement with the
Company, dated June 8, 2012 (the "Consent Orders").

Corporate Compliance Reporting
13.

The Company agrees that it will report to the Offices every 90 days during the

term of the Agreement regarding remediation and implementation of the compliance measures
described in Paragraphs J0-12. Such reports must include specific and detailed accounts of the
Company's sanctions and BSA/ A.\11 compliance improvements, and must identify any
violations of the BSJ\ that have come to the attention of the Company's legal and compliance
personnel during the reporting period. At the end of the tenn of the Agreement, the Company's
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Chief Executive Officer must certtfy via his or her signature that the Company's sanctions and
BSA/AlvlL compliance improvements have heen completed.
14.

The Company shall notify the Offices of any criminal, civil, adminisuative or

regulatory investigation, inquiry. or action, of the Company or its current directors, officers.
employees, consultants, representatives. and agenls related to the Company's compliance with
United States sanctions or anti-money laundering laws. to the extent permitted by the agency
conducting the investigation or action and applicable law. It is understood that the Company
sha lI promptly notify the Offices of (a) any deficiencies. failing, or matters requiring attention
with respect to the Company's BSA/AML compliance program identified by any United

State~

regulatory authority withm 10 business days of any such regulatory notice; and (b) any steps
taken or planned to be taken hy the Company to address the identified deficiency, failing, or
matter requiring attention. The Offices may. in their sole discretion, direct the Company to
provide other reportS about its £3SA/.t\ML compliance program as warranted.

15.

For the duration of the Agreement, the Offices. as they ueem n~c~ssary and upon

request to the Company, shall: (a) be provided by the Company with access to any and all
non-privileged books, records, accounts, correspondence, files, and any and 111l other documents
or electronic records, including e-mails, of the Company and its representatives, agents,
affiliates, and employees, relating to any matters described or identified in the repot1s, without
regard to rhe location of such materials, and (b) have the right to interview any officer.
employee, agent, consul tant, or representative of the Company concerning any non-privileged
matter described or identified in the reports, without regard to the location of such person . To
the extent the provisions of this paragraph relate to information or attendance of personnel
located outside of the United States, the parties to thi s Agreement acknowledge that the request,
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provision, or use of such infom1ation, or attendance of personnel. is subject to applicab le laws
and legal principles in the relevant jurisdiction.

Deferred Prosecution

16.

In consideration of: (a) the past and future cooperation of the Company described

in Paragraphs 5 and 6 above; (b) the Company's payment of a fine of$79 millic>n and forfeiture
of$563 million; and (c) the Company"s implementation and maintenance of remedial measures
as described in Paragraphs I 0-12 above, the Off1ces agree that any prosecution of the Company
for the conduct set forth in the attached Statements of Fact, the criminal lnfonnation filed
pursuant to this Agreement, and for the conduct that the Company cr its suhsidiaries disclosed to
the Offices prior to the signing of this Agreement, be and hereby is c.kftrre::u for the Te::nu of this
.t..greement.

17.

The Offices further agree that if the Company fully comp lies w ith a 11 of its

obligations tmder this Agreement, the Offices will not continue the criminal prosecution against
the Company described in Paragraph l and, at the conclusion of the Term, this Agreement shall
expire. Within thirty (30) days of the Agreement's expiration, the Offices shall seek dismissal
with prejudice of the criminal Tnformation filed against the Company described in Paragraph I,
and agrees not to file charges in the future against the Company based on the conduct described
in this Agreement and in Attachments A and B.

Breach of the Agreement

18.

If, during the Term of this Agreement, the Company (a) commits any felony

under United States federal law; (b) provides in connection with this Agreement deliberately
false, incomplete, or misleading infonnation ; (c) fails to cooperate as set forth in Paragraphs 5
and 6 ofthis Agreement; (d) fails to implement a compliance program as set forth in
Paragraphs I 0-12 of this Agreement: or (e) otherwise fails specifically to perfonn or to fulfill
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completely each of the Cnmpany' ~ obligations under the Agreement, the Company shall
thereafter be subject to prosecution for any federa l criminal violation of which the Offices have
knowledge, including, but not lirmted to, the charges in the infonnation desctibed in Paragraph

J, which may be pursued by the Oft1ces in the United States DistriL:t Court for the District of
Columbia, the United States District Court for the Southem District of New York, or any other
appropriate venue. Determination of whether the Company has breached the Agreement and
whether to pursue prosecution ofthe Company shall be in the Offices' sole discretion. Any such
prosecution may be premised on information provided by the Company. Any such prosecution
relating to the conduct described in the attached Statements of Fact or relating to conduct known
to the Offices prior to the date on which this Agreement was signed that is not time-barred by the
appl icable statute of limitations on the date of the signing of this Agreement may he commenced
against the Company, notwithstanding the expiration of the statute of limitations, bet ween the
signing of this Agreement and the expiration of the Term plus one year. Thus. by signing this
Agreement, the Company agrees that the statute of limitations with respect to any such
prosecution that is not time-baJTed on the date of the signing of this Agreement shall be tolled for
the Tcm1 pl us one year.

19.

ln the event the Offices detenninc that the Company has breached this

Agreement. the Offices agree to provide the Company with VrTitl~;:n notice of such breach prior to
instituting any prosecution resulting frcm such breach. Within thirty (30) day~ of receipt of such
notice, the Company shal l have the opportunity to respond to the Offices in writing to explain the
nature and circumstances of such breach, as well as the actions the Company has taken to
address and remediate the situation, which explanation the Offices shall consider in determining
whether to pursue prosecution of the Company.
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20.

In the event that the Offices determin<! that the Company has breached this

Agreement: (a) all statements made by or on behalf of the Company to the Offices or to the
Court, induding th e attached Statements of Fact, and any test imon; g1ven by the Company
before a grand jury, a court, or any tribunal. or at any legislative hearings, whether prior or
subsequent to this Agn:emenl , and any leads derived from such ~tatements or tes timony, shall he
admissibl e in evidence in any and all cr iminal proceedings brought by the Offices against the
Company; and (b) the Company shall not assert any claim under the Cnitcd States Constitution .
Rule 11 (f) o f the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Ru le 410 of the Federal Ru les of
Evidence, or any other federal rule that any such statements or testimony made by or on behalf of
the Company prior or subsequent to this Agreement, or any leads derived therefrom, should be
s uppressed or are otherwi se inadm iss ible. The decision whether cond uct or statements of any
current director, o fticer or employee, or any person acting on behalf of, or at the direction of, the

Company, wi:l be imputed to the Company for rhe pu rpose of determining whetha the Company
has violated any provision of this Agreement shall be in the so le di scretion of the Offices .
21.

The Company acknowledges that the Offices have made no representations,

assurances , or promises concerning what sentence may be imposed by the Court if the Company
breaches this Agreement and this matter proceeds to j udgment. The Company further
acknowledges that any such sentence is so lely within the discret1on of the Court and that nothmg

in this Agreement binds or restricts the Court in the exercise of such discretion.
22.

No later than 90 days prior to the expiration of the period of deferred prosecution

specified in this Agreement, the Company, by the management board member who oversees
compliance, will certify, on behalf of the Company, to the Offices that the Company has met its

disclosure obligations pursuant to Paragraph 6 of this Agreement. Such ceitification wi 11 be
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deemed a material statement and representation by the Company to the executive branch of the
United States for purposes of 18 U.S.C.

S l 001, and it

will be deemed to have been made in the

judicial district in which this Agreement 1s filed.
Sale or Merger of Company
23.

Except as may otherwise be agn.:ed by the

pa1iic~

hereto in connection with a

particnlar transaction, the Company agre.es that in the event it sells, merges, or transters all or
substantially all of its business operations as they exist as of the date of this Abtreement, whether
such sale is structured as a sale, asset sale, merger, or transfer, it shall include in any contract for
sale, merger, or transfer a provision binding the purchaser, or any successor in interest thereto, to
the obligations described in this Agreement.
Public Filing
24.

The Company and lhe Offices agree that upon submission of this Agreement

(including the Statements of Fact and other attachments hereto) to the Court, the Agreement (and

its attachments) shall be filed publicly in th.:: Cnited States District Court for the District of
Columbia.
Public Statements by Company
25.

The Company expressly agrees that it shall not through present or future

attorneys. officers, directors, employees, agents, or any other person authorized to speak for the
Company make any public statement, in litigation or otherwise, contradicting the acceptance of
responsibility by the Company set forth above or the facts described in the attached Statements
of Fact. Any such contradictory statement shall, subject to cure rights of the Company described
below, constitute a breach of this Agreement, and the Company thereafter shall

b~

subject to

prosecution as set forth in Paragraphs 18 through 22 of this Agreement The decision whether
any public statement by any such person contradicting a fact contained in the Statements of Fact
19

will be imputed to the Company for the purpose of determ ining whether it has breached this
Agreement shall be at the so le discretion of the Offices. If the Offices determine that a public
statement by any such person contradicts in who le o r m pati a <; tatem ent contained in the
Statements of Fact, the Offices shall so notify the Company. and the Company may avoid a
breach of this Agreerncnt by publicly repud iating such statementis) within five (5) busi.n ess days
after notification. The Company shall be permitted to raise defenses and to assert affitmati vr;:
claims in other proceedings relating to the matters set forth in the Statements of Fact provided
that such defenses and claims do not contradict, in whole or in part, a statement contained in the
Statements of Fact. This Paragraph does not apply to any statement made by any present or
former officer, director, employee, or agent of the Company in tht <.;ourse of any criminal,
regulatory, or civil case initiated against such individuaL unless such individual is speaking on
behalf of the Company.
26.

The Company agrees that if it issues a press release or holds any press conference

in coru1ection with this Agreement, the Company shall first consult with the Offices to determine

(a) whether the text of the release or proposed statements at the press conference are true and
accurate with respect to matters between the Offices and the Company; and (b) whether the
Ofl!ces have any objection to the release. The Company further agrees that upon learning of any
plans by a subsidiary or affiliate to issue a press release or hold a press conference in connection
with the Agreement, it will promptly consult with the Offices as provided in the prior sentence.
27.

The Offices agree, if requested to do so, to bring to tbe attention of law

enforcement and regulatory authorities the facts and circumstances re lating to the nature ofthe
conduct underlying this Agreement, including the nature and quality of the Company's
cooperation and remediation. By agreeing to provide this information to such authorities, the
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Offices are not agreeing to advocate on behalf of the Company, but rather are agreei ng to
provide fac ts to be eval uated independently by such authorities.

Limitations on Binding Effect of Agreement

28.

1 his Agreement is binding on the Company and the Offices but specifica ll y does

not bind any other component of the

D~::parimt:nl

of Juslict:, other fede ral agencies, or any stale,

local or foreign law enforcem ent or regulatory agencies, or any other authorities, although the
Offices w ill bring the cooperation of the Company and its compliance with its other obligations
under t his Agreement to the attention of such agencies and authorities if requested to do so by
the Company. This agreement does not bind any affiliates or subsidiaries of the Company, other
than those that arc parties to this Agreement, but is binding on the Company itself. To the extent
the Company's compl iance with th is agreement reLJuires it. the Company agrees to ensure that its
wholly-owned subsidiaries, and any successors and assigns, comply with the requirements and
obligations set forth in this agreement, to the full extent permiss ible under locally applicable
laws and regulations, and the instructions of local regulatory agencies.
Notice

29.

Any noti ce to the Offices under this Agreement shall be given by personal

delivery. overnight delivery by a recogni7ed delivery service, or registered or certified mail,
addres sed to:
M . Kendall Day
Acting Chief, Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section
Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice
1400 New York Ave. NW
Washiuglon, DC 20005

with cupies to:
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Ronald C. Machen Jr.
United States Attomey for the District of Columbia
555 4th Street NW
Washington, DC 20530
and:
Preet Bharara
United States Attorney for the
l Saint Andrew's Plaza
New York, New York 10007

~outhern

District of New York

Any notice to the Company under thi s Agreement shall he given hy personal delivery, overnight
delivery by a recognized delivery service, or registered or certified mail, addressed to:
Volker Batih

Divisional Board Member Compliance
Hafenstrasse 51
60261 frankfurt am Main, Gennany

GUnter I lugger
General Counsel
Kaiserstrasse 16
60261 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Armin Barthel
Managing Director - Head of Legal North America
225 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281
Notice shall be etTective upon actual receipt by the Otlices or the Company.
Execution in Counterparts

30.

This AgTeement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall

be considered effective as an original signature. Further, all facsimile and digital images of
signatures shall be treated as originals for all purposes.
Complete Agreement

31.

This Agreement sets fonh all the terms of the agreement between the Company

and the Offices. No amendments, modifications or additions to this Agreement shall be valid
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unless they are in writing and s1gncd by the Offices, the attomeys for the Company, and a duly
authorized representative of the Company.
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ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO:
FOR COMMERZBANK AG:

Date:'i~~ /4 (bf;""

By:

'b~b, I} 1 20~ ~.../

By:

Mo.nh l\ 1 ~ol5"

By:

Date:

Date:

ger
GUnte
Com rzbank AG

~

Armin Barthel
Commerzbank (New York B111nch)

~G-

Nelson A. Boxer
Petrillo Klein & Boxer LLP

/

Date:

M~ th ")1.0H

By:

~[i9vc
David Brodsky I Lev Dassin
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hami
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FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE:
RONALD C. MACHEN JR.
UNfT[D STATES ATTORNEY
FOR THF. fHSTR JCT OF COLUMBIA

Date :

·3 -1

\-

~~

BY :

&it~~

Matt Graves
Maia Miller
Assistant United States Attomeys

PREET BHARARA
UNITED STATES A TTO~"l\ffiY

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF
NEW YORK

Date:

3-\\-\5

BY~ ~
Assistant United States At1omcy

LESLIE CALDWELL
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENeRAL
CRIMINAL DIYfS10N

M. KENDALL DJ\. Y
ACTING CHIEF, ASSET FORFEITURE
AND MONEY LAUNDERING SECTION
'1

Date: _ _ __

BY:
Sarah Devlin
Trial Attorney
Asset Forfeiture and Money
Laundering Section
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[Sanctions Statement off-acts]
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ATTACHMENT A- STATEMENT OF FACTS
Introduction

1.

This Factual Statement is made pursuant to, and is part of, the Deferred

Prosecution Agreement dated

~ /tt/ fs- , between the Criminal Division of the United States

Department of Justice, the United States Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia
(collectively, "DOJ") and Commerzbank AG ("Commerz"), and between the New York County
District Attorney's Office ("DANY") and Commerz. Cornmerz hereby agrees and stipulates that
the following information is true and accurate. Commerz admits, accepts, and acknowledges that
it is responsible for the acts of its officers, directors, employees, and agents as set forth below.
Should DOJ or DANY pursue the prosecution that is deferred by this Agreement, Commerz
agrees that it will neither contest the admissibility of, nor contradict, this Statement of Facts in
any such proceeding. The following facts establish beyond a reasonable doubt the charges set
forth in the criminal Information attached to this Agreement, and set forth below in
Paragraphs 18 and 19. All conduct discussed in this Factual Statement occurred on or about the
dates described.
2.

Starting in or around January 2002 and ending in or around December 2008,

Cornmerz violated U.S. and New York State laws by assisting clients-such as Iranian
companies- in evading U.S. sanctions.

Specifically, Commerz sent payments involving

sanctioned entities or entities affiliated with sanctioned countries through the U.S. financial
system.

Commerz knowingly and willfully concealed from U.S. financial institutions and

regulators the sanctioned entities' connection to these transactions and intentionally falsified the
business records of these institutions.

Consequently, U.S. financial institutions processed

transactions that otherwise should have been rejected, blocked, or stopped for investigation.
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Commerz's criminal conduct included, among other things, (i) sending payments

I

from Frankfurt on behalf of sanctioned clients without reference to the payments' origin;

II

3.

(ii) eliminating payment data that would have revealed the involvement of sanctioned entities;
(iii) directin& an Iranian client to transfer payments in the name of its subsidiary companies to
mask the Iranian client's involvement; (iv) issuing checks to an Iranian client that showed only
the Iranian bank's account number and not its name; and (v) using alternative payment methods
to mask the involvement of sanctioned entities.
4.

By providing these banking services to clients that themselves were subject to

U.S. sanctions or clients that were doing business with sanctioned entities, Commer'z : (i)
prevented detection by U.S. regulatory and law enforcement authorities of financial transactions
that violated U.S. sanctions; (ii) prevented U.S. financial institutions from filing required
sanctions-related reports with the U.S. government; (iii) caused false information and entries to
be recorded in the business records of U.S. financial institutions located in New York, New
York; and (iv) caused U.S. financial institutions not to make records that they otherwise would
have been required by U.S. law to make.
5.

This conduct occurred in various business units within Comrnerz in locations in

Germany.
Bank Background
6.

Commerz conducts business in Europe, North America, South America, Asia,

Africa, and Australia. Commerz is currently headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany, and has over
I ,200 branches in Germany alone. Commerz is represented outside Germany by 23 foreign
branches, 35 representative offices- including a representative office in Tehran, Iran, from the
late 1970s through the relevant period-and 7 subsidiaries, spread across more than 50 countries.
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Commerz is listed on exchanges in Germany, London, and Switzerland, and its shares can be
purchased in the United States through American Depository Receipts.
7.

Since 1967 Cornmerz has had a license issued by the state ofNew York to operate

as a foreign bank branch in New York, New York. The Branch provides U.S. Dollar ("USD")
clearing for international wire payments and provides banking services to German companies,
subsidiaries of German companies located in the United States, and U.S. companies.
Applicable Law

8.

The International Emergency Economic Powers Act ("JEEP A"), 50 U.S.C.

§§ 1701-1706, authorized the President of the United States ("the President") to impose
economic sanctions on a foreign country in response to an unusual or extraordinary threat to the
national security, foreign policy, or economy of the United States when the President declared a
national emergency with respect to that threat. Pursuant to the authority under JEEP A, the
President and the executive branch have issued orders and regulations governing and prohibiting
certain transactions with Iran by U.S. persons or involving U.S.-origin goods.
9.

Pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 1705, it is a crime to willfully violate, attempt to violate,

conspire to violate, or cause a violation of any license, order, regulation, or prohibition issued
under JEEP A.

The Iranian Sanctions
10.

On March 15, 1995, President William J. Clinton issued Executive Order

No. 12957, finding that "the actiOns and policies of the Government ofiran constitute an unusual
and extraordinary threat to the national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United
States," and declaring "a national emergency to deal with that threat."
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11.

President Clinton followed this with Executive Order No. 12959, issued on

May 6, 1995, which imposed comprehensive trade and financial sanctions on Iran. These
sanctions prohibited, among other things, the exportation, re-exportation, sale, or supply, directly
or indirectly, to Iran or the Government oflran of any goods, technology, or services from the
United States or by U.S. persons, wherever located. This included persons in a third country
with knowledge or reason to know that such goods, technology, or services are intended
1-

specifically for supply, transshipment, or re-exportation, directly or indirectly, to Iran or the
Government of Iran. On August 19, 1997, President Clinton issued Executive Order No. 13059,
consolidating and clarifying Executive Order Nos. 12957 and 12959 (collectively, the
"Executive Orders"). The Executive Orders authorized the U.S . Secretary of the Treasury to
promulgate rules and regulations necessary to carry out the Executive Orders. Pursuant to this
authority, the Secretary of the Treasury promulgated the Iranian Transaction Regulations
("ITRs"), 1 31 C.F.R. Part 560, implementing the sanctions imposed by the Executive Orders.
12.

With the exception of certain exempt transactions, the ITRs prohibited, among

other things, U.S. depository institutions from servicing Iranian accounts and directly crediting
or debiting Iranian accounts. One such exception would be transactions for which a validated
export license had been obtained from the United States Department of the Treasury, Office of
Foreign Assets Control ("OF AC"), which was located in the District of Columbia. The ITRs
also prohibit transactions that evade or avoid, have the purpose of evading or avoiding, or
attempt to evade or avoid the restrictions imposed under the ITRs. The ITRs were in effect at all
times relevant to the conduct described below.

Effective October 22, 2012, the Department of the Treasury renamed and reissued the ITR as the Iranian
Transactions and Sanctions Regulations.
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13.

While the ITRs promulgated for Iran prohibited USD transactions, they contained

a specific exemption for USD transactions that did not directly credit or debit a U.S. financial
institution. This exemption is commonly known as the "U-tum exemption."
14.

The U-tum exemption permitted banks to process Iranian USD transactions that

began and ended with a non-U.S. financial institution, but were cleared through a U.S.

t

correspondent bank. In relevant part, the ITR provided that U.S. banks were "authorized to
process transfers of funds to or from Iran, or for the direct or indirect benefit of persons in Iran or
the Government of Iran, if the transfer .. . is by order of a foreign bank which is not an Iranian
entity from its own account in a domestic bank ... to an account held by a domestic bank ... for
a [second] foreign bank which is not an Iranian entity." 31 C.F.R. §560.516(a)(l ). That is, a
USD transaction to or for the benefit of Iran could be routed through the United States as long as
a non-U.S. offshore bank originated the transaction and the transaction terminated with a nonU.S. offshore bank. These U-tum transactions were only permissible where no U.S. person or
entity had direct contact with the Iranian bank or customer and were otherwise permissible (e.g.,
the transactions were not on behalf of an Specially Designated National ("SDN")). 2
15.

Effective November I 0, 2008, OFAC revoked the U-tum exemption for Iranian

transactions . As of that date, U.S. depository·institutions were no longer authorized to process
Iranian U-tum payments.
The Sudanese Sanctions
16.

On November 3, 1997, President Clinton issued Executive Order No. 13067,

which imposed a trade embargo against Sudan and blocked all property and interests in property
of the Government of Sudan. Effective July I, 1998, OFAC issued the Sudanese Sanctions
OF AC publishes an SDN List, which includes individuals and companies owned or controlled by, or acting
for or on behalf of, targeted countries. It also lists individuals, groups, and entities, such as terrorists and weapons of
mass destruction proliferators designated under programs that are not country-specific.
Page 5
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Regulations ("SSR"), 3I C.F.R. Part 538, to implement Executive Order No. I3067. On October
13,2006, President George W. Bush issued Executive Order No. 13412 (collectively with
Executive Order No. I 3067, the "Sudanese Executive Orders"), which continued the
comprehensive blocking ofthe Government of Sudan imposed by Executive Order No. I3067,
I

but exempted the then-regional Government of South Sudan from the definition of the

!

Government of Sudan. The Sudanese Executive Orders prohibited virtually all trade and

r

investment activities between the United States and Sudan, including, but not limited to, broad
prohibitions on: (i) the importation into the United States of goods or services from Sudan; (ii)
the exportation or re-exportation of any goods, technology, or services from the United States or
by a U.S. person to Sudan; and (iii) trade- and service-related transactions with Sudan by U.S.
persons, including financing, facilitating, or guaranteeing such transactions. The Sudanese
Executive Orders further prohibited "[a]ny transaction by any U.S. person or within the U.S. that
evades or avoids, or has the purposes of evading or avoiding, or attempts to violate any of the
prohibitions set forth in [the SSR]." With the exception of certain exempt or authorized
transactions, OFAC regulations implementing the Sudanese sanctions generally prohibited the
export of services to Sudan from the United States.
I 7.

At no time did Commerz or its co-conspirators apply for, receive, or possess a

license or authorization from OFAC for any of the criminal conduct set forth below.

DOJ Charge
I 8.

DOJ has alleged, and Commerz accepts, that its conduct, as described herein,

violated Title I 8, United States Code, Section 37I, because Commerz conspired to violate
JEEPA, which makes it a crime to willfully attempt to commit, conspire to commit, or aid and
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abet in the commission of any violation of the regulations prohibiting the export of services from
the United States to Iran, Sudan, and SDNs.
DANY Charge

19.

DANY has alleged, and Commerz accepts, that its conduct, as described herein,

violated New York State Penal Law Sections 175.05 and 175.10, which make it a crime to, "with
intent to defraud, ... 1. [m]ake[] or cause[] a false entry in the business records of an enterprise
[(defined as any company or corporation)] ... or 4. [p]revent[] the making of a true entry or
cause[] the omission thereof in the business records of an enterprise." It is a felony under
Section 175.10 of the New York State Penal Law if a violation under Section 175.05 is
committed and the person or entity's "intent to defraud includes an intent to commit another
crime or to aid or conceal the commission thereof."
International Customer Paym·ents at Commerz During the Relevant Period

20.

Commerz is a member of the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

Telecommunications ("SWIFT") and historically has used the SWIFT system to transmit
international payment messages to and from other financial institutions around the world,
including its U.S. branch, located in New York, New York. There are a variety of different
SWIFT message formats, depending on the type of payment or transfer to be executed. For
example, when a corporate or individual customer sends an international wire payment, the de
facto standard to execute such a payment is known as an MT 103 SWIFT message, and when a
financial institution sends a bank-to-bank credit transfer the de facto standard is known as an
MT 202 SWIFT message. The different message types contain different fields of information to
be completed by the sending party.

During the relevant period, some of these fields were
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mandatory-that is, they had to be completed for a payment to be processed-and others were
optional.
21.

Transactions in USD between two individuals or entities who reside outside the

United States and who maintain accounts at different non-U.S. banks typically must transit
through the United States through the use of SWIFT messages. This process is typically referred
to as "clearing" through U.S. correspondent banks.
22.

During the relevant time period, Commerz typically executed and processed

international USD payments on behalf of clients in one of two ways. The first method, known as
a "serial payment," was to send a single message, commonly an MT 103, to each financial
institution in the transmission chain, identifying the originator and beneficiary of the USD
payment.

The second method, known as a "cover payment," involved breaking a payment

message into two parts and sending two SWIFT messages in connection with a single payment.
In the cover payment method, one message- typically an MT 103- identifying both the
originating customer and beneficiary of the payment was sent directly from the customer's bank
(i.e., Foreign Bank A) to the ultimate beneficiary's bank (i.e., Foreign Bank B) while a second
message-typically an MT 202- identifying only the bank originating the cover payment (but
not the customer or the beneficiary) accompanied the funds as they transferred through the
United States. During the relevant time period, cover payment messages did not require the
sending bank to identify the party originating a commercial payment or its ultimate beneficiary,
whereas serial payment messages did.

As a result, where the cover payment method was

employed, the U.S.-based bank did not receive.information needed to stop transactions involving
sanctioned entities.
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Commerz's System for OFAC Compliance During the Relevant Period
23.

Financial institutions in the United States are obligated to screen financial

transactions, including international wire payments effected through the use of SWIFT messages,
to ensure they do not violate U.S. sanctions. Because of the vast volume of wire payments
processed by financial institutions in the United States, most institutions employ sophisticated
computer software, commonly referred to as filters, to automatically screen all wire payments
against a Jist of sanctioned entities. When the filters detect a possible match to a sanctioned
entity, the payment is stopped and held for further manual review. When a financial institution
detects a transaction that violates sanctions, the institution must "block" or "reject" the
payment-that is, refuse to process or execute the payment and notify OFAC of the attempted
transaction. If a party to the payment is an SDN, then the payment must be frozen or "blocked"
and the bank must notify OFAC. The sending bank must then demonstrate to OFAC that the
payment does not violate sanctions before the funds can be released and the payment processed.
24.

During the relevant time period, significant differences existed between Commerz

New York's filtering practices and Commerz Frankfurt's filtering practices. Throughout the
relevant period, Commerz New York utilized an automated OFAC filter that screened all
incoming MT 103 and MT 202 payment messages and, in 2003, Commerz New York
significantly upgraded its fiHering technologies.
25.

Commerz Frankfurt, which processed most international customer payments,

lacked an automated sanctions filter for a significant portion of the relevant period. Commerz
Frankfurt and other European branches did not begin implementing an automated filtering
p·rogram until the latter part of2004, and it was not until 2006 that implementation was
completed at all European branches. Moreover, the filter that the European branches
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implemented was not as technologically advanced as the one implemented by Commerz New
York in 2003. Indeed, Commerz Frankfurt's filter did not receive an upgrade similar to the one

1,
I'

Commerz New York received in 2003 until 2011.
26.

The differences between Cornrnerz New York's compliance capabilities and the

compliance capabilities of the European branches were not limited to the technological

r

differences in the filters they used. There was complete agreement among Commerz New York
and Commerz Frankfurt employees interviewed by federal and state investigators that Commerz
New York's Compliance personnel had the broadest knowledge ofU.S. sanctions of any
personnel within the Commerz network. However, Commerz Frankfurt's practice of using cover
payments for transactions involving sanc.tioned countries or entities entirely removed Cornrnerz
New York Compliance personnel from the review process, ensuring that cover payments
involving sanctioned entities could not be detected or stopped for further review by Commerz
New York' s filter.
27.

As a direct result of this inherently non-transparent payment process, Commerz

New York processed approximately $263 million in transactions in violation of U.S. sanctions.
Throughout the relevant time period, certain Commerz Senior Management and Compliance
personnel were aware of the policies and procedures that resulted in Commerz processing and
sending non-transparent USD payment messages through the United States on behalf of
sanctioned clients.

Background

28.

Commerz has a history, dating back to the 1950s, of conducting business on

behalf of Iranian banks, corporations, and individuals, as well as non-Iranian clients who engage
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Iin transactions with Iranian entities. Throughout the relevant period, Commerz was sensitive to

I

the potential impact of U.S. sanctions on its Iranian business that cleared through the United

i

States and engaged in various practices to avoid and to evade the impact of U.S . sanctions.

I
I

In 2003 Commerz Developed and Memorialized Internal Guidance for
Concealing the Iranian Background of USD Payment Messages
29.

In light of the concerns about increasing United States scrutiny of Iranian

transactions that transited through financial institutions in the United States, various groups
within Commerz Frankfurt began preparing and disseminating guidance regarding how European
personnel should structure transactions to avoid being delayed, rejected, or blocked in the United
States. On April 17, 2003, Commerz finalized a policy entitled, "Routing Instructions Iranian
banks for USD payments." This policy admonished employees to "[u]nder no circumstances
mention the Iranian background in the cover order."

In other words, the Germany-based

recipients of this policy were to, under no circumstances, mention the Iranian customer or
connection in payment messages sent to the United States.

An earlier draft of this policy

explained the reason that Iranian links must be removed from payment instructions, warning the
reader that "[t]here is a high risk that transactions and cover payments with Iranian Background
via USA might be blocked." The target groups for this policy included Commerz Frankfurt,
other German branches of the bank, and customer support groups. Neither the final nor draft
policies were shared with Commerz New York, though.
30.

By concealing these payment details, Commerz Frankfurt prevented Commerz

New York and other U.S. financial institutions located in New York and elsewhere in the United
States from identifying, reviewing, or stopping transactions that involved sanctioned entities.
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In 2003 Commerz Added Iranian Banks As Clients After Other European Banks
Ended Their Relationships With the Iranian Banks
31.

By the second half of 2003, several of Commerz's European competitors decided

to stop processing USD transactions on behalf of Iranian clients and banks due to U.S. Iranian
sanctions. Commerz saw this as a business opportunity because several Iranian banks needed to
establish new relationships with other financial institutions in order to continue conducting
business in USD. The Bank, with the knowledge of Senior Management, took on significant

r
i

I
r'

I
I

additional USD clearing business on behalf of several Iranian banks. Thus, the issue of clearing
Iranian USD payments through the United States took on greater significance.
32.

The resulting increase in the volume and significance of Iranian business at

Commerz led to the establishment of a centralized process for handling certain Iranian USD
payments within Commerz, and the Bank designated one group of employees within the
Frankfurt Back Office to manually process those payments. The job of this group was to review
payments and amend them if necessary, to ensure that they would not get stopped by OFAC
filters when sent to financial institutions in the United States, including Commerz New York.
During the relevant period, Commerz had no similar special manual review protocol for payment
processing for non-sanctioned countries or entities.
33.

In July 2003, a Back Office employee emailed other employees explaining that

two state-owned Iranian banks, Bank Melli and Bank Saderat, wanted to begin routing their
entire USD clearing business through Commerz. The Back Office employee closed his email by
writing, " If for whatever reason CB New York inquires why our turnover has increase [sic] so
dramatically under no circumstances may anyone mention that there is a connection to the
clearing of Iranian banks!!!!!! !!!!!!!" (emphasis in original). This Back Office employee sent the
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1email at the direction of the Financial Institutions Group, a large group within Commerz
responsible for servicing Commerz's financial institution clients, including the Iranian banks.
34.

Commerz employees instructed their Iranian clients about how to help the Bank

implement this overwriting policy designed to evade U.S. sanctions or sanctions review in the
United States. On September 17, 2003, a Back Office employee sent an email advising a major
Iranian Bank that maintained a USD account with Commerz to list "non ref' in the ordering
party field in all of its future payment messages. The author of the email had tested Commerz's
compliance systems in Frankfurt, and he knew that writing "non ref' would trigger a manual
review of the payment, thereby enabling Commerz personnel to ensure that the messages did not
contain any Iranian information. And according to one Back Office employee interviewed by
federal and state investigators, Commerz personnel explained to employees of Iranian bank
clients the kinds of information that could lead to payments being delayed, rejected, or blocked
within the United States, and encouraged the Iranian banks to omit this type of information from
their payment requests so that Commerz employees would not have to manually remove it.

Senior Management Was Formally Advised of Iranian Payment Modification
35.

Senior Management at Commerz knew of the steps taken to evade U.S. sanctions

involving Commerz's Iranian clients.
36.

In a memo dated October 6, 2003, a Back Office employee informed members of

Middle Management that in light of Commerz's increased Iranian business, and a new banking
law that came into effect in Germany in July 2003, Section 25b KWG of the Germany Banking
Law, 3 it was necessary to have clear rules regarding: (i) the "neutralization" of Iranian ordering

3

Section 25b KWG of the German Banking Law required any German financial institution acting as an intermediary
bank to include in serial MT I 03 payment messages the identity of the originating party. The clear purpose of this
law was to increase transparency by allowing the recipient of a payment message to know the identity of the entities
with whom they were conducting business.
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party infonnation by substituting Commerz's bank code, and (ii) the use of cover payments to
facilitate Iranian transactions by splitting the messages in two and using Commerz's name in the
cover payment messages sent to the United States.
37.

Management at Commerz was warned that the Bank's practices for Iranian clients

raised "concerns." Specifically, on October 13, 2003 , in an email to a member of Commerz's
Senior Management, the head of Commerz' s Internal Audit division relayed the general concerns
expressed by the back office employee on October 6, and advised that Iranian bank names in
payment messages transiting through the United States were being "neutralized" and warned that
"it raises concerns if we consciously reference the suppression of the ordering party in our work
procedures in order to avoid difficulties in the processing of payments with the U.S.A." The
Senior Executive responded to the Head of Audit that the Senior Executive responsible for
Financial Institutions would investigate the issue. When asked by federal and state investigators
why he wanted the issue investigated, the Senior Executive held up a copy of the email message
he had received from the head of Internal Audit and stated, "this smells."
38.

Although members of Middle Management eventually responded to the Senior

Executive, they failed to address the problem spotted by the Head of the Audit Division, namely
"consciously referenc[ing] the suppression of the ordering party[,] in order to avoid difficulties in
the processing of paymen.ts with the U.S.A." Rather, in a memo dated November 11, 2003,
members of Middle Management infonned members of the Board and Senior Management that
the April 2003 policy on routing instructions for USD payments from Iranian Banks remained in
effect and " in accordance with the [described] U-turn transaction-cover payments[.]"

The

authors of the November 11, 2003, memo also claimed that overwriting was "not anticipated"
with respect to future USD payments "and would contravene [§25b KWG) ." Instead, the memo
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advocated for the use of cover payments, noting that an advantage of using cover payments for
Iranian transactions was that "it can also be avoided that the Iranian banks are mentioned in
the . . . cover payments running through the U.S., which is permissible but would raise
significant delay" While the authors of the memo expressed their mistaken belief that a policy of
using cover payments "takes account of the OFAC regulations" and the Bank's obligations under
German law, they failed to address the original reason the Head of Audit questioned this policy:
"consciously referenc[ing] suppression of the ordering party in our work procedures in order to
avoid difficulties in the processing of payments with the U.S.A."

Senior Management failed to

reassert the Head of Audit's concern. Senior Management also did not take steps to ensure that
Middle Management understood that overwriting could not occur in light of Middle
Management's representation that overwriting was "not anticipated."

Indeed, Senior

Management did not take any steps in response to this memorandum, and overwriting continued.
39.

Within a week, Senior Management received a presentation acknowledging that

overwriting continued. Specifically, on November 19, 2003, the author of the October 6, 2003,
memo circulated a presentation to Senior Management in the Financial Institutions, Audit and
Compliance· groups that attempted to memorialize the rules Commerz had developed for
processing Iranian payments. The presentation discussed a number of different ways SWIFT
messages involving Iranian entities could be structured, including: (i) sending a serial MT 103 to
all of the banks participating in the transaction, and (ii) using a cover transaction (i.e., splitting a
payment into two messages and sending both an MT 103 to the foreign branch of the beneficiary
and an MT 202 to the clearing institution in the United States). The presentation noted that for
serial MT 103 payments relating to Iran the standard procedure at the Bank had been to manually
replace the name of the ordering party with the bank code for Commerz Frankfurt because if the
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text were not changed the payments might be blocked due to U.S. sanctions. The presentation
1

warned, however, that altering the identity of the ordering party in an MT I 03 might violate a
new German Jaw that came into effect in July 2003. Unlike the November 11, 2003, memo, the

j

I

November 19, 2003, presentation did not represent that overwriting was "not anticipated."
Instead, it explicitly stated that MT 103 payments with Iranian backgrounds were "currently
being overwritten." Meanwhile, with respect to cover payments, the presentation noted that the
Bank's system for generating payment messages automatically replaced the name of the ordering
party with the code for Commerz Frallkfurt in all MT 202 message sent to the United States.
Senior Management failed to provide any type of response to this presentation.

Despite Senior Management Being Put on Notice of Overr1,riting in October 2003,
the Practice Persisted Until July 2004
40.

Between October 13, 2003, and March 31 , 2004, employees at Commerz adhered

to and enforced the bank's Iranian overwriting policies, and the Bank processed transactions in
violation of U.S. sanctions.
41.

On or about March 31, 2004, the author of the October 6, 2003 memo emailed the

members of Senior Management he had emailed on November 19, 2003, noting that they had not
provided guidance to the questions he had raised in November 2003 concerning Commerz's
overwriting practices with respect to Iranian payments.

Despite this reminder, Senior

Management failed to take immediate action to address the issue.
42.

Between March 31, 2004, and July 23, 2004, employees at Commerz, including

an employee within the Frankfurt Compliance Department, adhered to and enforced the Bank's
Iranian overwriting policies. The rigor with which the Bank enforced the policy during this
period is exemplified by an email from a Back Office employee who wrote, when commenting
on the overwriting procedures, "NO EXPERIMENTS PLEASE!!!

Have fun with this and
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greetings." (Emphasis in original.) The Bank continued to process transactions in violation of
U.S. sanctions.
43.

On or about July 23, 2004, Senior Management finally responded to the questions

raised starting in October 2003 and provided guidance that the practice of overwriting Iranian
MT 103 payment messages should stop. Despite the fact that they were informed that Commerz
personnel were using MT 202 messages in processing Iranian payments specifically because this
policy "avoided that the Iranian banks are mentioned in the ... cover payments running through
the U.S.," Senior Management took no steps to investigate whether, as the Head of Audit
suggested, such special procedures raised any concerns.

Furthermore, neither Senior

Management nor any Bank personnel instructed employees at the Iranian banks to cease their
practice of omitting information from their payment messages to evade detection by U.S.
clearing qanks. Senior Management also failed to inform Commerz personnel in New York of
the Iranian procedures at Commerz Frankfurt that had been in effect until July 2004, even though
it was widely accepted that the Commerz New York employees were far more knowledgeable of
U.S. sanctions.
44.

Senior Management's primary response to the concerns first raised in 2003 was to

solicit in October 2004 a legal opinion from external counsel regarding OFAC-related
transactions and the Jack of transparency to the bank's New York branch from the use of cover
payments in those transactions. This opinion was not provided by external counsel until July
2005. In addition, when seeking that opinion from external counsel about the propriety of using
cover payments in connection with lawful transactions involving Iran, the Bank failed to disclose
that: (i) for over a year, the Bank had a policy of overwriting serial payments; (ii) that the Bank's
procedures advocated using cover pay,ments precisely because cover payments reduced the
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11likelihood of payments being delayed in the United States; and (i ii) that the Head of Audit had

I

expressed reservations about the Bank's use of cover payments specifically because it prevented
the U.S. clearing banks from learning of the Iranian background of those payments.

Even

without all of this information, external counsel-who opined that cover payments could, under
certain circumstances, be used in connection with Iranian U-Turn payments-expressed
concerns about using cover payments to process Iranian payments in certain contexts.
Specifically, external counsel noted that there was "increasing concern among regulators [about
the] possible misuse of bank-to-bank transfer. mechanisms for what are, in fact, commercial
transactions." External counsel even went so far as, with respect to "wholesale bank-to-bank
transfers and netting transactions," to "advise against the use of [cover payments that contained
less robust information about transactions] for purposes of clearing any transaction that may in
fact be in respect of a single transaction, or a limited number of transactions, including an
identifiable transaction for the benefit of a Blocked Party, as opposed to truly wholesale clearing
transactions where many transactions are aggregated and offset."

Commerz Issued Checks to an Iranian Bank that Intentionally Concealed the
Bank's Iranian Identity
45.

On June 24, 2004, Commerz employees and employees from Bank Melli, an

Iranian bank, devised another method to allow Bank Melli to continue to make USD payments in
violation of U.S. sanctions. A member of the Financial Institutions Group reported to a member
of Middle Management that he and employees of Bank Melli had agreed that in lieu of sending
direct wire payments to beneficiaries in the United States (in violation of U.S. sanctions), Bank
Melli would use checks to pay U.S. beneficiaries. The Commerz employee's rationale was that:
"The checks do [not] feature stamps or similar, but rather just signatures and display no evidence
of an Iranian background and thus can be cleared without any problem."
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On July 1, 2004, the Bank provided Bank Melli with 500 checks for a USD

account that specifically referenced only Bank Melli's account number, and not its name.
47.

Between July 1, 2004, and August 31, 2004, Bank Melli negotiated 108 of these

checks for payments into the United States, in violation of IEEPA. These 108 checks had a total
value of approximately $2 million.

I

Ir-

Total Commerz Iranian Business During the Relevant Period
48.

In total, during the period from January 1, 2002, through December 31, 2007,

Commerz processed approximately $32.7 million in Iranian payments (in addition to the IRISL
payments described below) that either terminated in the United States, or otherwise were
connected to the United States, in violation of U.S. sanctions, and caused false entries to be made
in the business records offinancial institutions located in New York, New York.
The Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines

Commerz Established a Relationship with the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping
Lines at a Time When Other European Banks Were Re-evaluating Their Iranian
Business
49.

In approximately 2002, Comrnerz Hamburg established a customer relationship

with the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines ("IRISL"), an entity that was designated by
OFAC as an SDN on September 10,2008. By the latter part of2004, IRISL's relationship with
Commerz Hamburg had grown to the point that IRISL was, by revenue, one of Commerz
Hamburg's ten largest clients.
50.

In January 2005, Commerz New York rejected a series of payments on behalf of

Lancelin Shipping Company Ltd., an IRISL special purpose entity ("SPE"),4 registered in

An SPE is a type of corporate entity commonly used by shipping companies throughout the world to
incorporate individual.ships as a means of, among other things, limiting the liability of the parent company- that is,
if a ship incurs a liability (e.g., from a crash or environmental disaster), those seeking damages are limited to the
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ICyprus (these messages contained references to IRISL Europe GmbH, a wholly-owned IRISL
subsidiary registered in Hamburg), and IRISL Europe GmbH due to the link to IRISL.
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Commerz Hamburg Developed a "Safe Payments Solution" to Ensure that
IRISL 's Payments Were Not Delayed or Rejected in the United States
51.

On January 24, 2005, after Commerz New York had rejected the payments, one of

the relationship managers in the Hamburg branch of the Bank met with employees from IRISL.
A memorandum summarizing the meeting noted that IRISL "is looking for a possibility to
conduct its payments without interruption." The Commerz relationship manager noted, "[d]ue to
the tense political relations between Iran and the U.S., sanctions that have existed for some years
against Iran and Iranian companies have been tightened." Specifically, with respect to IRISL,
the memorandum observed, "The number of rejected payments recently increased sharply
since the word "IRISL" results in inquiries at foreign banks. Based on inquiries from
Commerzbank, New York we assume that it appears as a term on the embargo list." (Emphasis
in original.)
52.

In order to avoid having IRISL's payments stopped by Commerz New York, the

Commerz relationship manager proposed a "safe payments solution." Specifically, any payment
to or from IRISL that would otherwise trigger U.S. sanctions instead would be routed through
accounts in the name of either Lancelin Shipping Company Ltd. or Company 1, IRISL SPEs.
Crucially for Commerz, U.S. sanctions filters would not catch Company 1 and Lancelin because
they appeared to be Cypriot companies with no apparent connection to IRISL or Iran. Because,
under the "safe payment solution," Company I and Lancelin received payments wholly unrelated
to them, Commerz zeroed out the balance of Company 1 'sand Lancelin's accounts on a daily

assets of the SPE. IRJSL created and used a number of subsidiary SPEs, wh ich it dom iciled and registered in Malta
and Cyprus.
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basis and transferred the funds to accounts held in the name of IRISL Europe GmbH pursuant to
a cash pooling agreement.
53.

The Commerz relationship manager detailed the mechanics of the "safe payments

solution" in a written presentation that he delivered to IRISL on January 25, 2005, noting that

"[t)he current rejections show that IRISL is in the OFAC list" (emphasis in original). The
presentation explained that "payments which are sent through a . .. subsidiary are unlikely to be
rejected to our present knowledge." The Commerz relationship manager explained that he sent

[
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the presentation "to visualize our thoughts regarding a 'safe payments' solution which would
reduce the returned payments and the danger of funds frozen by US bankers due to existing
restrictions."
54.

An email chain from May 2005 demonstrates how the "safe payments solution"

was used to process USD transactions and also describes how both IRISL and Commerz
employees violated U.S. sanctions. On or about May 18, 2005, IRISL and Comrnerz employees
learned that a payment from IRISL Europe GmbH to a bank in Moscow, Russia, had been
rejected because the branch was a wholly-owned subsidiary of a U.S. bank.

On or about

May 23, 2005 , a Commerz relationship manager for IRISL advised IRISL employees to resubmit
the payment, to "make this a safe payment b/o [by order] ofLancelin or [Company 1]."
55.

Commerz Hamburg and IRISL switched the use of SPEs when OFAC filters were

updated to detect the use of a particular SPE. On January 10, 2006, Commerz New York
rejected a USD payment to Company 1 and notified Commerz Frankfurt Compliance.

On

January 24, 2006, an IRISL employee emailed other IRISL employees an instruction that they
should stop using the Company 1 account for "safe payments" and instead should use the
Lancelin account, copying a relation.ship manager from Commerz Hamburg on the email.
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Similarly, on April 18, 2006, Commerz New York rejected a payment on behalf.of Lancelin,
citing "US sanctions against Iran." Three months later, on July 19, 2006, an IRISL relationship
manager at Commerz communicated a change in the structure of the "safe payment solution."
Company 1 and Lancelin would no longer receive payments on behalf of IRISL and IRISL
Europe GmbH. Instead, two other IRISL SPEs were to be used for processing payments on
behalfofiRISL and IRISL Europe GmbH.
56.

Commerz char.ged IRISL more money for this special "safe payment" service.

On February 1, 2005, an IRISL relationship manager at Commerz emailed IRISL employees
regarding proposed fees for transactions.

The relationship manager proposed charging, in

general, five Euros for each foreign payment. But for foreign payments sent as part of the "safe
payment solution," the employee proposed charging 20 Euros, noting that, "[b ]y providing no
details which are current[ly] subject to the OF AC embargo database, the risk of payments being
frozen or rejected by US banks or their subsidiaries will be significantly reduced."
57.

Supervisors in Commerz's Hamburg office knew of and condoned the "safe

payments solution." For example, in March 2005, Commerz New York began raising questions
about Company 1's connection to IRISL. On March 10, 2005, a Hamburg relationship manager
for IRISL prepared a draft response to Commerz New York in which the relationship manager
acknowledged that IRISL was a shareholder of Company 1.

The relationship manager's

supervisors, however, reviewed the response and instructed him to remove the information that
IRISL was a Company 1 shareholder. Ultimately, after additional questions from Commerz
Frankfurt about the connection between Company 1 and IRISL, Commerz Hamburg revealed
Company 1's connection to IRISL to the Frankfurt Compliance officer, who, in turn, shared the
response with Commerz New York. Commerz New York added Company 1 to its OFAC filter.
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Commerz New York Escalated Concerns Regarding Commerz Hamburg's
Conduct
58.

In the first half of 2006, Commerz Frankfurt replaced certain Compliance

personnel, including the Global Head of Compliance.
59.

On or about June 27, 2006, in response to a request from the new Global Head of

Compliance, the Head of Cornrnerz New York's Compliance Department emailed members of
her team, asking if there were any concerns they wanted her to share with the new Global Head

I
I

of Compliance. One of Cornrnerz New York's Compliance employees responded with several
items, one of which was "[p]ersistent disregarding of OFAC rules by foreign branches.
Hamburg is notorious for it." In an interview with federal and state investigators, the Head of
Cornmerz New York Compliance explained that in her meeting with the Global Head of
Compliance, she generally shared her department's concern with sanctions compliance at foreign
branches.

OFAC Raised Concerns About Commerz's Relationship with IRISL and
Designated IRISL As an SDN
60.

On or about July 15, 2008, the Head of Cornmerz's Global Compliance, the Head

of Global Sanctions, the Head of Commerz New York' s Compliance, and outside counsel for the
Bank met with a number of officials from OF AC in Washington, D.C. Commerz's Head of New
York Compliance took notes of the meeting. According to the notes, OFAC "appeared taken
aback to hear that IRISL remained a [Cornmerz] Customer."
61.

On or about September 10, 2008, OF AC placed IRISL, IRISL Europe GmbH, and

several IRISL SPEs on its SDN list based on evidence that the IRISL family of companies was
engaged in weapons of mass destruction proliferation activity. In the press release announcing
the designation, OFAC noted " [n]ot only does IRISL facilitate the transport of cargo for U.N.
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designated proliferators, it also falsifies documents and uses deceptive schemes to shroud its
involvement in illicit commerce.... IRISL's actions are part of a broader pattern of deception
and fabrication that Iran uses to advance its nuclear and missile programs." OFAC advised that
"as international attention over Iran's [Weapons of Mass Destruction] programs has increased,
IRISL has pursued new strategies which could afford it the potential to evade future detection of
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military shipments." OFAC warned that " [t]hese designations also hi ghlight the dangers of
doing business with IRISL and its subsidiaries.

Countries and firms, including customers,

business partners, and maritime insurers doing business with IRISL, may be unwittingly helping
the shipping line facilitate Iran's proliferation activities."
62.

On or about September 11, 2008, a senior official at OFAC personally forwarded

the press release announcing IRISL's SDN designation to the Head of Compliance at Commerz
New York. And, on or about September 11, 2008, a Commerz relationship manager for IRISL
forwarded OFAC's press release to several Commerz Hamburg employees with responsibilities
related to IRISL. In the email, the relationship manager noted that the penalties were "directed
toward IRISL and their subsidiaries" and that the U.S. government alleged "that IRISL as Iranian
government carrier systematically circumvents the Iranian arms embargo."

After IRISL, IRISL Europe GmbH, and Several IRISL SPEs and Related Entities
Were Designated as SDNs by OFAC, Commerz Continued to Process USD
Payments on Behalf of Known IRISL Entities
63.

Notably, throughout the relevant period, Commerz employees who had

responsibilities related to IRISL viewed IRISL, IRISL Europe GmbH, and all of the IRISL
subsidiaries and related entities, including IRISL SPEs, as one single customer. In interviews
with federal and state investigators, employees consistently confirmed that the Bank's internal
metrics treated IRlSL and all of its subsidiaries and related entities collectively as one customer
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group. As such, several employees who had IRISL-related responsibilities at Commerz told
federal and state investigators in interviews that they assumed that once IRISL and IRISL Europe
GmbH were designated, all IRISL entities were designated.
64.

Nonetheless, Commerz continued handling USD business on behalf of IRISL

subsidiaries and related entities after IRISL had been designated by OFAC as an SDN.
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65.

Between September 10, 2008, and December 31 , 2008, Commerz transmitted

payment messages, totaling approximately $39,567,720 in value, many of which were on behalf
of!RISL subsidiaries and related entities through Commerz New York, or other U.S. financial
institutions that had a U.S. connection, or that flowed through the United States after the
revocation of the U-tum exemption. All of these payments (which were in addition to the other
Iranian payments described above) were processed in violation of IEEP A and ITRs, and caused
false entries to be made in the business records of financial institutions located in New York,
New York.

66.

Commerz also conducted a significant amount of business with Sudan in violation

of U.S. sanctions. Notably, there has never been a U-tum exemption for Sudanese payments.
Thus, at relevant times all USD payments on behalf of Sudanese clients that terminated in,
flowed through, or were otherwise connected to the United States were prohibited by IEEPA and
SSRs, unless specifically exempted or licensed by OF AC.
67.

Generally, the illegal Sudanese payments were processed using the non-

transparent cover payment method, which ensured that the U.S. clearing bank (Commerz New
York) received a payment message that did not include originator or beneficiary information.
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68.

As it had done for certain of its Iranian clients, Commerz instructed Sudanese

banks on how to evade U.S. sanctions.

For example, on August 2, 2001, the Commerz

relationship manager for Sudan-a member of Middle Management-sent a letter to a Sudanese
bank explaining that when the customer wanted to receive a USD payment that had to clear
through the United States the payment should be structured as a cover payment, and that "[i]t is
very important that the [cover payment] does not mention your bank as beneficiary nor
make any other reference to Sudan, to avoid the funds are blocked in New York."

(Emphasis in original.) In an interview with federal and state investigators, the relationship
manager explained that it was his understanding that the transaction would be rejected or blocked
in the United States if this information were revealed to a U.S . bank and that he provided this
advice in an effort to ensure the customer payments were not rejected or blocked.

The

Sudanese relationship manager also orally instructed employees at Sudanese banks to avoid
mentioning Sudan in payments that transited through the United States.
69.

Commerz also structured payment messages to prevent Commerz New York from

identifying payments as involving Sudan and therefore enforcing U.S. sanctions to stop
payments. For example, on August 19, 2005, a member of Commerz's Back Office contacted a
Commerz Frankfurt Compliance officer about a USD transaction involving a letter of credit for a
Sudanese SDN bank. The Back Office employee outlined how he intended to structure the
payment and sought confirmation that the proposed structure would not cause any problems with
the transaction being processed in the United States. The Commerz Frankfurt Compliance
officer responded, "[a]s long as the Sudan background or notify address is not visible in
payments to the U.S., the statement [that the Sudanese background would not be visible to the
United States] is accurate."
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I70.

Commerz continued to clear Sudanese USD transactions through the United

States despite knowing that these transactions were illegal under U.S. law. In an August 2005
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memorandum from the Compliance and Legal departments, the Board members were informed
of external counsel's July 2005 legal opinion on cover payments, which made clear that the Bank
could not use cover payments to effect unlawful Sudanese payments. Knowledge of this opinion
eventually filtered down to lower level Commerz employees, and on September 19, 2005, the
Commerz relationship manager for Sudan sent a memorandum to another Financial Institutions
employee acknowledging that the practice of using cover payments to circumvent U.S. sanctions
was illegal: "In the past the blocking of [Sudanese] funds used to be occasionally avoided by the
transmission of an MT 202.

This does not reveal the sender so that the U.S. American

authorities do not recognize the background and hence the funds are not blocked. This procedure
is, according to the U.S. American opinion, illegal[.]" Despite the fact that Senior Management
was unequivocally informed in August 2005 that these Sudanese cover payments were unlawful,
these transactions persisted until April 10, 2006, when the Bank ultimately announced that all
USD accounts involving Sudanese clients should be closed.
71.

Between January 1, 2002, and December 31, 2007, Commerz transmitted

payment messages, totaling approximately $183,428,000 in value, through Commerz New York
in violation of IEEPA and SSRs, and caused false entries to be made in the business records of
financial institutions located in New York, New York.

Of these payment messages,

approximately $35,071,000 ofthe payments were on behalf of, or involved, SDNs.
Other Sanctions Violations
72.

The Bank also conducted business involving client SDNs located in countries

other than Iran and Sudan in violation of IEEPA and New York State laws.
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73.

Between January 1, 2002, and December 31, 2007, Cornmerz transmitted

payments on behalf of, or involving, Cuban SDNs, totaling approximately $3,557,000, through

I

Cornmerz New York or other U.S. financial institutions in violation of JEEP A and New York
State Jaws .
74.

Between January I, 2002, and December 31, 2007, Cornmerz transmitted

payments on behalf of, or involving, Burmese SDNs, totaling approximately $2,711,000, through
Commerz New York or other U.S. financial institutions in violation of IEEPA and New York
State laws.
75.

Between January 1, 2002, and December 31, 2007, Cornmerz transmitted

payments totaling approximately $2,019,000, through Commerz New York or other U.S.
financial institutions in violation of IEEPA and New York State laws on behalf of SDNs not
affiliated with Iran, Sudan, Cuba, or Burma.

Commerz's Internal Investigation
76.

Throughout the course of this investigation, Commerz has cooperated with U.S.

authorities. Commerz undertook a voluntary and comprehensive internal review of its historical
payment processing and sanctions compliance practices, which has included the following:
a.

An extensive review of records, including hard copy and electronic documents;

b.

Numerous interviews of current and former employees;

c.

A transaction review conducted by an outside consultant, which included, but was

not limited to review of millions of payment messages and trade transactions across
various accounts related to sanctioned countries, including an analysis of underlying
SWlFT transmission data associated with USD activity for accounts of banks in
sanctioned countries;
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d.

Regular and detailed updates to DANY and DOJ on the results of its investigation

and forensic SWIFT data analyses, and responding to additional specific requests for

I
.I

information and investigation ofDANY and DOJ;
e.

A detailed written report of the Bank's investigation;

f.

Agreements to toll any applicable statutes of limitation by Commerz and by its

subsidiary, Cornmerzbank International S.A. Luxembourg;
g.

Partial waiver of the attorney-client privilege; and

h.

Making numerous current and former Commerz employees available for

interviews by U.S. authorities in Europe, New York, and Washington D.C.

Commerz's Remediation

77.

Commerz has also taken voluntary steps to enhance and optin:tize its sanctions

compliance programs, including by:
a. Installing more sophisticated filtering software and testing, improving and fine-tuning
its transaction monitoring software;
b. Hiring numerous additional senior and junior compliance employees with extensive

sanctions-related expertise;
c.

Enhancing written compliance policies that address U.S. sanctions against Iran,
Burma, North Korea, Sudan, and Cuba;

d. Enhancing its transactions monitoring and client on-boarding due diligence, including

from an OFAC perspective;
e. Enhancing its trade finance due diligence protocols;
f.

Implementing extensive compliance training; and
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g. Retaining several outside consultants to help the Bank assess and further improve
existing compliance programs and strategies, including with respect to correspondent
banking.
78.

Commerz has also agreed, as part of its cooperation with DANY and DOJ, to

complete the ongoing work necessary to further enhance and optimize its sanctions compliance
programs. Commerz has also agreed to cooperate in DANY and DOJ's ongoing investigations
into these banking practices and has agreed to continue to comply with the Wolfsberg AntiMoney Laundering Principles of Correspondent Banking.
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ATTACHMENT R

fBSA./ A_\tiL Stalemt:nl of Facts]

INTRODUCTION

I.

The following Statement of Facts is incorporated by reference as part of the

deferred prosecution agreement (the "Agreement") between the United States Attorney's Office
for the Southern District of New York; the United States Attorney's Office for the Di strict of
Columbia; and the United States Department of Justice, Criminal Division, Asset Forfeiture and
Money Laundering Section, on the one hand, and Commerzbank AG ("Commerz" or the
"Bank") and its New York branch ("Commerz New York"), on the other.
2.

The parties agree and stipulate that the information contained in this Statement of

Facts is true and accurate. Commerz and Commerz New York agree that, if this matter were to
proceed to trial, the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District ofNew York wou ld
prove beyond a reasonable doubt, by ad missible evidence, the facts described herein and set forth
in the criminal Information attached to this Agreement.
Bank Background

3.

Commerz conducts business in Europe, North America, and Asia; in addition, it

has representative offices in South America, Africa, and Australia. Commerz is headquartered in
Frankfurt, Germany, and has over I ,200 branches in Germany alone. Commerz is represented
outside Germany by 23 foreign branches- including, as discussed below, in Singapore and in
New York, New York-35 representative offices and a number of subsidiaries, spread across
more than 50 countries. Commerz is listed on exchanges in Germany, London, and Switzerland,
and its shares can be purchased in the United States through American Depository Receipts.
4.

Since 1971 Commerz has had a license issued by the state ofNew York to operate

as a foreign bank branch in New York, New York. The branch prov ides U.S. dollar clearing for
international wire payments and provides banking services to German compan ies, subsidiaries of
German companies located in the United States, and U.S. companies.

5.

For many years, Commerz's investment banking operations were offered through

Commerzbank Capital Markets Corp., a separate legal entity from Commerz. That business unit
was liquidated. However, after Commerz acquired Dresdner Bank AG ("Dresdner") in 2008, it
resumed offering investment banking services through the former Dresdner Kleinwort Securities
LLC, which was renamed Commerz Markets LLC.
Commerz's Correspondent Banking Business

6.

At all times relevant to this Statement of Facts, Commerz New York operated a

correspondent banking business for purposes of offering the Bank's foreign clients U.S. dollar
clearing services. In addition, Commerz New York offered correspondent banking services for
other foreign financial institutions.
7.

Correspondent accounts are established at banks to receive deposits from, and

make payments on behalf of, or handle other financial transactions for other financial
institutions, including foreign financial institutions. Correspondent banking involves the
facilitation of wire transfers between foreign financial institutions and their customers, and other
financial institutions with which the foreign financia l institution does not have a direct
relationship.
8.

Correspondent accounts are generally considered to be higher risk than other

banking accounts, because the bank does not have a direct relationship with, and therefore has no
diligence information on, the correspondent financial institution's customers who initiated the
wire transfers. To mitigate this risk, as set forth below, U.S. law requires financial institutions to
conduct due diligence on all non-U.S. entities (i.e., the foreign financial instituti ons) for which it
maintains correspondent accounts. There is no exception for foreign financial in stitutions within
the same parent company; that is, for branches and affiliates of the same bank.
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9.

At all times relevant to this Statement of Facts, Commerz New York maintained

correspondent accounts for a number of non-U.S. financial institutions, including certain
affi liates and non-U.S. branches ofCommerz. Commerz is a member of the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications ("SWIFT") and historically has used the
SWIFT message types and/or system to transmit international payment messages to and from
other financial institutions around the world, including Commerz New York.
I 0.

Transactions in U.S. dollars between two individuals or entities who reside inside

or outside the United States and who maintain accounts at different non-U.S. banks typically
must transit through the Un ited States through correspondent accounts and through the use of
SWIFT messages. This process is typically referred to as "clearing" through U.S. correspondent
banks.
COMMERZ NEW YORK'S FAILURE TO
REPORT SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY, MAINTAIN AN EFFECTIVE ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING PROGRAM AND CONDUCT DILIGENCE ON CORRESPONDENT
ACCOUNTS
Applicable Law

11.

The Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act of 1970 (commonly

known as the Bank Secrecy Act, or " BSA'.), Title 31, United States Code, Section 5311 , et seq.,
req uires financial instituti ons-includi ng a "commercial bank" or a "branch of a foreign bank in
the United States," 3 1 U.S.C. § 53 12(a)(2)-to take certain steps to protect against the financial
institution being used by criminals to commit crimes and launder money.
12.

In the United States, the Board ofGovernors ofthe Federal Reserve System is the

federal banking agency supervisor of Commerz. By virtue of its operations in th e United States,
Commerz is subject to the requirements ofthe BSA, and the associated regul ations promulgated
by the Department of the Treasury and the Federal Reserve.
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13.

The BSA requires financial institutions to establish and maintain effective

anti-money laundering ("AML") compliance programs that, at a minimum and among other
things, provide for: (a) internal policies, procedures, and controls designed to guard against
money laundering; (b) an individual or individuals to coordinate and monitor day-to-day
compliance with BSA and AML requirements; (c) an ongoing employee training program; and
(d) an independent audit function to test comp liance programs. 31 U.S.C. § 5318(h).
14.

Pursuant to Title 31, United States Code, Section 5318(i)( I), banks that manage

private banking or correspondent accounts in the Un ited States for non-U.S . persons must
establi sh due diligence, and, in some cases, enhanced due diligence, policies, procedures, and
controls that are designed to subject such accounts to "enhanced scrutiny" to detect and report
suspicious activity. The due diligence program, among other things, was required to include
"appropriate, specific, risk-based, and where necessary, enhanced policies, procedures, and
controls that are reasonably designed to enable the [Bank] to detect and report, on an ongoing
basis, any known or suspect money laundering activity conducted through or involving any
correspondent account. " 3 1 C.F.R. § I 0 I 0.61 O(a). Financial institutions are also required to
"[m]onitor[] transactions to, from, or through the correspondent account in a manner reasonabl y
designed to detect money laundering and suspicious activity," including obtaining information
about the identity of the ultimate sender or recipient of the funds. 3 1 C.F. R. § 10 I0.61 O(b)( I)(ii)
& (iii)(A).

15.

For foreign correspondent accounts, the implementing regulations require that the

due diligence req uirements set forth in Section 5318(i)( I) include an assessment of the money
laundering risk presented by the account based on all relevant factors, including, as appropriate:
(i) the nature of the foreign financia l institution's business and the market it serves; (ii) the type,
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purpose, and anticipated activity of the account; (iii) the nature and duration ofthe bank's
relationship with the account holder; (iv) the AML and supervisory regime of the jurisdiction
issuing the license for the account holder; and (v) information reasonably available about the
account holder 's AML record. There is no exception to the due diligence requirement for
correspondent accounts held by foreign financial institutions with the same parent company,
such as foreign branches or affiliates of the U.S. financial institution.
16.

The BSA and regulations thereunder also require financial institutions to report

"suspicious transaction[s] relevant to a possible violation of law or regulation." 3 1 U.S.C.
§ 5318(g)( I). BSA regulations provide that a transaction is reportable if it is "conducted or

attempted by, at, or through the bank" and where "the bank knows, suspects, or has reason to
suspect that ... [t]he transaction involves funds derived from illegal activities" or that the
"transaction has no business or apparent lawful purpose." 31 C.F.R. § I 020.320(a)(2). A
separate BSA regulation prov ides that a bank must file a Suspicious Activity Report ("SAR")
where the bank "detects any known or suspected Federal criminal violation, or pattern of
criminal violations ... aggregating $5,000 or more in funds or other assets ... where the bank
believes that . .. the bank was used to facilitate a criminal transaction, and the bank has a
substantial basis for identifyi ng a possible suspect or group of suspects." 12 C.F.R.
§ 208.62(c)(2). If the transactions total more than $25,000, then a bank must file a report even if
it cannot identify a suspect. 12 C.F.R. § 208.62(c)(3). Financial institutions satisfy their
obligation to report such a transaction by filing a SAR with the Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (" FinCEN"), a part of the United States Department of Treasury. 31 C.F.R.
§ I 020.320(a)( I).
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The U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York's Charge

17.

The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District ofNew York has

alleged, and Commerz and Commerz New York both accept, that Commerz New York 's
conduct, as described herein, violated Title 31, United States Code, Sections 5318(g), 5318(h),
5318(i), and 5322(b) & (c), because Commerz New York, acting through certain employees
located in New York, willfully (i) failed to maintain an adequate anti-money laundering
program, (ii) failed to establish due diligence for foreign correspondent accounts; and (i ii) failed
to report suspicious transactions relevant to a possible violation of law or regulations, as required
by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Conduct in Violation of the BSA

18.

From at least in or about 2008, and continuing until 2013, Commerz New York,

acting through certain employees located in New York, violated the BSA and its implementing
regulations. Specifically, Commerz New York failed to maintain adequate policies, procedures,
and practices to ensure its compliance with U.S. law, including its obligations to detect and
report suspicious transaction activity. As a result ofthe willful failure ofCommerz New York to
comply with U.S. law, a multi-billion dollar securities fraud was operated through the Bank and
other reportable tran sactions under U.S. law were never detected.
19.

There were at least three significant failures in Commerz New York's AML

program that allowed transactions in the proceeds of fraud and other suspicious transactions to be
processed through Commerz New York:
a.

Failure to adequately conduct investigations of transactions that were
deemed potentially suspicious or that "alerted" in the Bank's automated
AML software, instead closing AML investigations based on no or faulty
information received in response to requests for information.
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b.

Failure to report suspicious activity, including more than $1.6 billion in wire
transfers through Commerz New York that ultimately furthered the massive
accounting fraud at the Olympus Corporation.

c.

Failure to adequately monitor billions of dollars in correspondent banking
transactions, including by fai ling to conduct due diligence or enhanced due
diligence on Commerz affiliates and branches, including the head office in
Frankfurt and Commerz's Singapore branch ("Commerz Singapore").

20.

In addition, business units at CommerzBank AG in Frankfurt, did not permit the

U.S. AML compliance program to act independently from the bank's business or from
compliance personnel in Frankfurt (who were not responsible for U.S. law compliance), by, for
example, insisting on the restoration of correspondent accounts that had been blocked for AML
reasons by U.S . AML compliance personnel.
2 1.

As described in more detail below, on October 16, 20 13, the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System issued a Cease and Desist Order to Commerz and Commerz New
York based on the failures of its BSA/AML compliance program in the correspondent banking
business.
Commerz New York Failed to Conduct Due Diligence on Commerz,
and its Branches and Affiliates

22.

Group Compl iance at Comm erz had overall responsibility for ensuring the Bank's

legal and regulatory compliance throughout the world. At all relevant times, Group Comp liance
was supervised by the Bank 's Global Head of Compli ance (the "Global Head of Compliance"),
who was located in Frankfurt, Germany. Commerz New York's compliance department had
primary responsibility for the Bank's compliance with U.S . law, including the BSA, and reported
to the Global Head of Compliance. As the Bank recognized in an internal audit report of its
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AML program, the compliance group in New York ·'has oversight responsibility to ensure that
all U.S. related customers and transactions are monitored considering all relevant U.S. AML
regulations."
23.

At all relevant times, as required by the BSA, Commerz designated an executive

located in New York, New York (the "Commerz BSA Officer" or the "BSA Officer") as the
head ofCommerz's AML program and the individual ultimately responsible for ensuring
Commerz's ongoing compliance with its BSA obligations, includ ing the filing ofSA Rs when
required. In or about August 2008, in connecti on with the merger and integration of Dresdner,
the BSA Officer was replaced as head of com pliance in New York, a position she briefl y held,
but the BSA Officer retained her responsibilities under the BSA until at least early 20 14, even as
she reported to the new head of compliance.
24.

During the relevant time period, Commerz New York correctly considered other

Commerz branch offices and affi liates to be foreign fin ancial institutions for purposes of the
BSA, such that it maintained correspondent banking accounts for its own foreign branches and
affil iates. For example, Commerz's Singapore branch maintained a correspondent account in
New York, which allowed customers ofCommerz Singapore to engage in U.S. dollar
transactions through Commerz New York.
25.

Commerz New York, however, did not conduct due diligence or assign any

risk-rating to the other Commerz branches and affiliates until approximately 2007, when it came
under criticism from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York ("FRBNY"). At that point,
Commerz New York began to conduct due dil igence of its affiliates, but not its branches. It was
not unti l 2013, at or about the time when Commerz New York was criticized by the FRBNY for
fai ling to conduct due diligence or enhanced due diligence of its branches (specifically, on the
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head office in Frankfurt), that it began to do so. (As discussed below, the FRBNY found in the
2013 review that the due diligence of Commerz affiliates was inadequate.) Nor did Commerz
New York (as was consistent with industry practice) have direct access to information about the
foreign branches' clients, such that it cou ld identify the ultimate sender or recipient of funds that
flowed through its correspondent accounts. In many cases, transactions through the Commerz
New York correspondent accounts were accompanied by SWIFT messages which did not allow
the identity of the payer or recipient to be included in the message. But even where Commerz
New York was aware of the ultimate client of the foreign Commerz branch or affiliate, it did not
have direct access to information about that client.
26.

Rather, until approximately 20 13, virtually all AML-related customer information

- including so-called "know your customer" (or KYC) material and enhanced due diligence
material-was maintained at Commerz Frankfurt, and Commerz New York lacked physical
access to such material. (The only exception was for the relatively small number of
non-correspondent banking customers that were clients ofCommerz New York itself.)
27.

Commerz relied on a computerized system to comply with its AML obligations.

Specifically, with respect to correspondent accounts, Commerz employed software tools
commonly used by large financial institutions to monitor account activity. Among other things,
these software tools sought to determine how an account's activity compared to "peer" accounts
and whether the account in question was behaving uncharacteristically for the peer group in
terms of the value of the account and the volume of transactions.
28.

Correspondent accounts at Commerz New York, however, were not effectively

monitored using many of these tools until late 2009 because, among other things, the SWIFT
format prevented the inclusion of all necessary information about the ultimate sender and
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beneficiary of the transfer, and because there was no risk-rating for the correspondent account.
Even after November 2009, when SW IFT introduced a new messaging fo rm at that required the
ultimate sender and recipi ent of fund s to be identified, Commerz New York was unable to
effectively monitor the transactions in its correspondent business because Commerz lacked
ri sk-ratings and other due diligence information about its own foreign branches and affiliates.
Prior to that, Commerz New York conducted keyword searches of correspondent bank transfers
that could identify a suspicious sender or recipient-if the payment informati on included a
sender or recipient-but wh ich could not otherwise effectively detect suspicious activity.
29.

Even though Commerz New York was not conducting due diligence or enhanced

due diligence of its own branches and affi liates, senior Commerz officials, including the Global
Head of Compliance, were well aware that certain subsidiaries ofCommerz in Singapore
serviced customers who were engaged in potentially high-risk activities. For examp le, the
Bank's Global Head of Compliance understood that the private banking business in Singapore,
known as Commerzbank (Southeast Asia) Ltd. ("COSEA"), and a trusts business in Singapore,
Commerzbank International Trust (Singapore) Ltd. ("CITS"), serviced high-risk customers.
With respect to COSEA, the Global Head of Compliance understood that a German bank that
predominately services German clients would not be an obvious choice for high-net worth
individuals in a location like Si ngapore. Such clients were likely to go to the largest
international banks. The next tier of clients were likely to go to reputable local banks. But as the
Global Head of Compliance explained to federal investigators, the kind of clients who would go
to COSEA (other than certain German expatriates) were higher risk. That was particularly so,
the Global Head of Compliance explained, because Singapore is a known tax haven due to its
strict bank secrecy laws. Indeed, the Global Head of Compliance was sufficiently concerned
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about the risks associated with COSEA that he sent compliance employees to assess the risk of
the business and ultimately supported its closure, a process that was completed by April2011
(approximately 6 months before the Olympus fraud was revealed). And although his concerns
related principally to COSEA, it was understood that any U.S. dollar denominated transfers on
behalf ofCOS EA clients would necessari ly be cleared through the Singapore branch's
correspondent account at Commerz New York, raising the branch's risk profile, as well.
Nonetheless, Commerz New York failed to conduct due diligence or enhanced due diligence of
Commerz's Singapore branch, or to assign it a risk-rating, until approximately 2013 .
Commerz New York Failed to Adequately Investigate AML Alerts

30.

In the event that the computerized AML systems generated an "alert," Commerz

policy provided that an AML compliance officer would investigate the alert and take appropriate
action- which could include searching public sources and internal KYC materials, contacting
business people at the Bank, or contacting compliance personnel in Frankfurt or at a fo reign
branch- if any action was required.
31 .

Because the KYC and enhanced due diligence materials for foreign branches and

their clients were housed at Commerz Frankfurt, AML compliance officers in New York had no
physical access to those materials. Rather, whenever a transaction "alerted" in the automated
transaction monitoring software, or an AML investigation had to be conducted for any other
reason, Com merz New York was required to submit a request for informati on to its counterparts
in Frankfurt. Where compl iance personnel in New York had preexisting relationships with
compliance personnel in other Commerz branches, they could also send a request for in formation
directly to the foreign branch.
32.

As discussed further below, Commerz Frankfurt was repeated ly criticized- by its

primary federal regulator and even by its own BSA Officer-for failing to timely and completely
II

provide information responsive to such requests. Even when Commerz New York comp liance
officials did receive a response from Frankfurt or from other Commerz branches, that
in formation was frequently incomplete or insufficient. From time to time following the 2009
Oresdner acquisition, Commerz New York had more than one hundred outstanding requests for
information, and sometimes waited for as long as eight months for a response. When responses
were received, they were often inadequate.
33.

As a result of these deficiencies, Commerz New York cleared numerous AML

"alerts" based on its own perfunctory internet searches but without ever receiving responses to its
requests for information. Com merz New York therefore processed hundreds of millions of
dollars in transactions that other parts of the Bank may have deemed to be suspicious without
ever alerting U.S . regulators or filing a SAR.
Commerz New York Failed to Report Suspicious Activity, Such as
the Accounting Fraud Perpetrated by the Olympus Corporation

34.

At all relevant times, the Olympus Corporation ("Olympus") was a Japanese-

based manufacturer of medical devices and cameras. Its common stock is listed on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange, and its American Depository Receipts trade in the United States.

35.

From in or about the late 1990s through in or about 20 II , Olympus perpetrated a

massive accounting fraud designed to conceal from its auditors and investors hundreds of
millions of dollars in losses. In September 20 12, Olympus and three ·of its sen ior executivesincluding its Chairman, an executive vice president, and its general auditor-pleaded guilty in
Japan to inflating the company 's net worth by approximately $ 1.7 billion.
36.

As described below, Olympus, through fa lse representations made by Olympus

executives, used Commerz to perpetrate its fraud. Among other things, the fraud was perpetrated
by Olympus through special purpose vehicles, some of which were created by Commerz-
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including several executives based in Singapore-at Olympus' s direction, using funding from
Commerz. One ofthose Singapore-based executives, Chan Ming Fon- who was involved both
in creating the Olympus structure in 1999 while at COSEA, and who later on his own managed
an Olympus-related entity in 2005-20 I0 on behalf of which Chan subm itted fa lse confirmations
to Olympus 's auditors- subsequently pleaded gu ilty in the United States District Court for the
Southern District ofNew York to conspiracy to comm it wire fraud.
37.

Although Olympus executives deceived Commerz about the true purpose of these

transactions-including the Commerz-created special purpose vehicles and hundreds of millions
of dollars in Commerz loans-between approximately 1999 and 2008, numerous Commerz
executives nonetheless developed suspicions about the Olympus transactions. And despite those
susp icions, whi ch in 2008 were shared with, among others, the Bank's Global Head of
Compliance in Frankfurt, Commerz New York processed hundreds of millions of dollars in wires
which, while unknown to Comm erz, were in furtherance ofthe scheme.
38.

Prior to November 2009, when the new SWIFT messaging format that included

mandatory sender/beneficiary information was introduced across the industry, Commerz New
York often had no understanding of who the parties to the Olympus-related transactions were.
When, in or about 20 10, Commerz New York' s automated transaction monitoring software
"alerted '' on certain Olympus-related wires and New York-based compliance officials
specificall y inquired about the purpose of the transfers, none ofthe Bank's suspicions--or the
underlying facts- were shared with Commerz New York. Instead, Commerz New York ' s
inquiry was answered by a two-sentence e-mai l which eventuall y led to the clearing of the
Olympus alerts in New York. Between 1999 and 20 I 0, the New York branch processed more
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than $1.6 billion in transfers orchestrated by Olympus in furtherance of the Olympus accounting
fraud.
The Mechanics of the Olympus Fraud

39.

In the 1980s and 1990s, Olympus made a number of financial investments

unrelated to its core device manufacturing business, which were designed to boost its earnings.
Rather than increase earnings, however, the investments lost hundreds of millions of dollars.
Because Japanese accounting standards permitted Ol ympus to account for the investments on a
cost basis, however, Olympus's financial statements did not reflect the sizeab le unreal ized
losses.
40.

In the late 1990s, however, Japanese accounting standards changed and required

the investments to be accounted for at fair value. Rather than realize the losses, Olympus
executives devised a scheme to conceal the losses from Ol ympus's investors and auditors. The
scheme, which at various times invo lved a variety of trusts and special purpose vehicles, worked
essentially as follows in its earlier incarnation: Olympus created off-balance-sheet special
purpose vehicles (or SPVs), which received a sizeable loan from a recognized financial
institution. The loan was secured by Olympus's cash on deposit at the financial institution. The
special purpose vehicles then purchased Olympus's losing investments at book value (rather than
at fair market value), allowing Olympus to avoid realizing the loss. At the same time, Olympus
serviced the loan. As a result, Olympus was ab le to move the investments off its balance sheet
and replace them with cash equivalent to their book value, while also keeping the corresponding
liability (i.e. , the bank loan) off its balance sheet, as well-which had the end result of falsely
overstating Olympus's assets by omitting the investment losses. Olympus officials intended to
(and did) spread the losses over a period of years, and hid them in other events-such as
restructurings or depreciation of other assets-where they would not be noticed.
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41.

Critical to this version of the scheme, Olympus did not di sclose that its cash on

deposit was encumbered as collateral for the bank loan s to the SPYs, creating the false
impression that Olympus's investment assets were valuable and that it had significant cash on
hand. In reality, the investment assets had suffered hundreds of millions of dollars in losses, and
Olympus's large cash deposits were pledged to secure bank loans. As described bel ow, later
versions of the scheme did not involve the use of a bank loan, but the point was always the same:
to conceal the significant losses sustained by Olympus in its investment portfol io.
42.

All told, Olympus fa lsely inflated its assets by approximately $1.7 bi II ion, over a

period of approximately a decade.
Suspicions at Commerz in 1999-2000

43 .

When the loan schemes were first conceived, Olympus turned to CITS (and other

financial institutions in Europe and Japan) to help create the structure and supply the loan, aided
by the COSEA relationship manager for Olympus, Chan Ming Fon. As documented in an
August 23, 1999 memorandum from two senior officials at CITS, to unnamed "S irs" at "Co.A,"
the purpose of the transaction was to "inject funds" into a "Cayman Islands company" referred to
as "Co.B," and that "Co.A and Co.B wou ld like the transfer of funds to be effected as an
'off-balance sheet' transaction," "with a reliable financial institution acting as an intermediary."
44.

In fact, as the CITS officials knew, Co.A was Olympus, and Co.B was an

Olympus-controlled entity called Twenty First Century Global Fixed Income Fund Ltd ("2 1 C").
Under the agreement, CITS created a charitable trust with a CITS affi liate act ing as trustee, and a
separate special purpose vehicle called Hillmore Investments Limited ("H illmore"), which was
to be wholly owned by the trust but administered by CITS, which wou ld therefore provide a
nominal shareholder, director, and corporate secretary, and which would execute all transactions
on behalf of the SPY. Co.A (i.e., Olympus) wou ld then put cash on deposit at COSEA
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(essentially Commerz's private bank in Singapore) equal to the amount ofthe desired loan, plus
COSEA's fees and interest payments. COSEA, in turn, would extend the loan to Hillmore,
secured by Olympus 's deposits. Every time Hillmore drew down on the loan facility, 21 C
(which had no relationship with any Commerz entity, including CITS and COSEA) was to issue
notes, which Hillmore was to purchase with the loan proceeds. The agreement was signed by the
Managing Director of CITS ("CITS Managing Director- I") and the Head of Business
Development at CITS, and was counter-signed by two of the Olympus officials who ultimately
pleaded guilty, Hideo Yamada and Hisashi Mori.
45.

Pursuant to this agreement, COSEA in October 1999 and December 1999 loaned

$300 million to Hillmore, which was ultimatel y transferred through Commerz New York to
21 C, the Olympus-controlled, off-balance-sheet entity.
46.

Virtually immediately, CITS personnel in Singapore recognized that the

convoluted structure of this transaction was suspicious and raised questions about whether
Olympus was properly disclosing to its auditors and/or investors the pledge of its cash col latera l
on deposit at COSEA. According to CITS Managing Director-! , CJTS got "worried" when it
began to get "signals" from Olympus about an unusual accounting treatment for the structure.
After all, the sum total result of the structure was for Olympus to transfer its own cash to an
entity it controlled. Olympus also paid loan interest and fees on those transfers to COSEA, as
well as trust-related fees to CITS. The sole benefit to Olympus was to move the correspond ing
liability off of its balance sheet.
47.

In September 2000, CITS Managing Director- I wrote to senior Olympus officials

and other participants in the structure, noting that CITS had been asked to sign a balance
confirmation that did not disclose the fact that the cash on deposit was encumbered, "which wi ll
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presumably be given to [Olympus's] auditor." The CITS Managing Director wrote that "[o]ur
bank is extremely uncomfortable with the formal and potential implications of signing the
confirmation." He continued, "[b]y using the Secured bank loan/MTN [i.e., note] structure, there
does not appear to be any way around the client's [i.e., Olympus's] obligation to make a note
disc losure ofthe existence of the pledge," a reference to Olympus's pledge of collateral for the
Hillmore loan.
48.

But as CITS Managing Director- I well knew (because, among other th in gs, he

was a signatory to the original agreement proposing the structure), the whole purpose of the
arrangement was to keep the special purpose vehicle secret. Indeed, Olympus offic ial s had
(falsely) exp lained that the purpose of the structure was to allow Olympus to make secret,
off-balance-sheet investments in competing endoscope manufacturers, in order to gain market
share without alerting investors or the public about the investments. Thus, CITS executives were
in formed that Olympus wanted to keep the SPY, as well as its involvement in securing and
servicing COSEA's loan to the SPY, secret. Had Olympus disc losed "the existence of the
pledge," i.e., that Olympus's cash deposits had been pledged as collateral for bank loans to the
SPY, it would necessarily have revealed the existence of the SPY and defeated the purpose of the
transaction. CITS Managing Director-! continued in the September 2000 correspondence that
"we are trying very hard to be accommodating to our client," but that " in order to protect against
unintended outcomes to our Bank," Olympus needed to either disclose the pledge, change the
structure, unwind the structure, or "absolv[e] us of the req uirement to sign the confirmation."
49.

In an e-mail written approximately a week later, CITS Managing Director- I wrote

to Mori at Olympus that CJTS had received a legal opinion about the structure, which "makes
clear that our bank could be subject to both civil and criminal penalties if we are seen to be
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assisting or facilitating you in the non-disclosure. " Nonetheless, CITS Managing Director-!
wrote that CITS was prepared to renew the agreement, so long as CITS was not required to be "a
party to a misleading audit confirmation."
50.

As one possible solution to permit Olympus not to disclose the pledge, CITS

Managing Director-! suggested that Olympus could simply "repay[] the loan prior to year
end"-when Olympus did its financial reporting-

"w ith a new loan taken after year end," to

reinstate the structure. When interviewed by federal investigators, CITS Managing Director-!
said that Olympus was " not happy" when it learned that CITS would not sign a false audit
confirmation, but that CITS was never required by Olympus to do so.
51.

At approximately the same time, in the late summer of2000, Chan Ming Fan-

the Olympus relationship manager at COSEA who, along with other Bank employees, had
originally helped conceive of the structure-left COSEA for another bank in Singapore ("Bank2"). Shortly after the correspondence with CITS Managing Director-! , and after Chan left
COSEA, Olympus also transferred its business to Bank-2, where it continued for the next several
years before returning to CITS and COSEA.
52.

CITS and COSEA earned approximately $1.5 million in combined fees as a result

ofthe Olympus-related business in 1999-2000.

The Fraud Returns to Commerz in 2005
53.

After Olympus moved its business to Bank-2, Bank-2 replicated the structure that

CITS and COSEA had participated in, this time with an Olympus-controlled entity called
Easterside Investments Limited in the place of Hillmore. Bank-2 subsequently studied
Olympus's publicly-fi led financial statements and, upon review, eventually withdrew from the
structure at the end of2004 by winding down its credit facility .
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54.

Also in or about 2004, Chan left Bank-2 and subsequently became the investment

manager of an entity called SG Bond Plus Fund ("SG Bond"), whi ch Chan established in the
Cayman Islands in October 2004. SG Bond purportedly functioned as a private fund that
invested primarily in low-risk bonds and fi xed income securities. Beginning in early 2005, CITS
became the administrator for SG Bond, as we ll as for another Chan Ming Fon controlled entity
called Dynamic Dragon II SPC Sub Fund H. In early 2006, COSEA opened an account for SG
Bond and another related entity called Global Target SPC Sub Fund H.
55.

SG Bond quickl y became part of the Olympus loss-hiding scheme. In early 2005,

Olympus transferred approximately 60 billion yen to SG Bond, which SG Bond used to purchase
an equivalent amount of relatively safe and marketable securities, such as Japanese government
bonds, ostensibly for the benefit of Olympus. SG Bond then transferred those securities to
Easterside, which sold the securities for cash and used the proceeds to, among other things, repay
the loans from Bank-2.
56.

The SG Bond investment portfolio, however, was on Olympus's balance sheet,

even though the assets purportedly held by SG Bond had in actual ity been sold. From 2005
through at least 2009, Chan and others sent false documentation to Olympus's auditors that
failed to disclose that the 60 billion yen's worth of securities had been transferred to Easters ide
and liquidated.
57.

In or about 2010, Chan created another entity, to which Olympus again

transferred hundreds of millions of dollars, which Chan used to purchase relatively safe
securities such as the ones that he had purchased on SG Bond 's behalf in 2005. Upon acquiring
the securities, Chan transferred them back to Easterside, which conveyed them to SG Bond ,
replacing the investment portfolio that SG Bond had purportedly held for Olympus since 2005.
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Suspicions at Commerz in 2008

58.

As noted above, CITS and COS EA became involved again in the Olympus

structure beginning in or about 2005 . At that time, CITS was run by a new managing director
("CITS Managing Director-2"), who had himself been present for and aware of the original
Olympus/Hillmore structure in 1999-2000. Notwithstanding the Bank's earlier concerns about
the Olympus structure, CITS Managin g Director-2 supported bringing the business back to
Commerz, noting that it generated "substantial" fees for CITS.
59.

In a memorandum dated August 29, 2008, however, CITS Managing Director-2

wrote to the COSEA Managing Director (who was also his boss), describing the SG
Bond/Easterside/Olympus structure as "an off-balance sheet transaction for OC [i.e., Olympus
Corporation]." In an e-mail written at approximately the same time, CITS Managing Director-2
compared the structure to the "earli er appoi ntment"-meaning the Hillmore structure from
1999-2000-and noted that " I was full y aware ofthe client's intenti on which is an off-balance
sheet structure." CITS Managing Director-2's memorandum raised a number of concerns about
the Bank's security and the possibility that Olympus would have to "write off full amount of
USD500mio from their Balance Sheet," along with resulting "[n]egative publicity" to CITS.
60.

The memorandum concluded that " recently there were a number of scandal [sic]

involving off balance sheet transacti ons where banks like Citibank are required to write off assets
and those involved in structuring of such transaction are not mentioned." A covering e-mail
from CITS Managing Director-2 to the COSEA Managing Director reiterated that "my concern
still remains, since this is a substantially large sum and reputational risk for Commerzbank AG
group, if client has to write off thi s amount from their books. How wi ll the main Board or your
boss react to thi s if any negati ve news is splash on the front page news with involvement of
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Commerzbank?" The COSEA Managing Director replied that CITS Managing Director-2's email and memorandum were "dishonorable. "
61.

In or about early 2008, COSEA faced regulatory criticism for its AML

compliance program and its maintenance of high-risk customer accounts . Among other things,
COSEA was criticized for fai ling to correct a number of deficiencies that had been identified
after a simi lar review some years earlier. As a result, in July 2008, Commerz's Global Head of
Compl iance decided to dispatch a senior compliance officer from London (the " London
Compliance Officer") to Singapore to, among other things, address the concerns raised in the
critical review and to assist COSEA and CITS "in [their] identification of clients that present an
unacceptable regulatory risk to the Commerzbank Group."
62.

Upon arriving in Singapore, the London Compliance Officer was advised by the

then-Head of Legal and Comp liance for Asia ("Asia Compliance Head-! ") to look at, among
other clients, the Olympus-related entities. Asia Compliance Head-! noted in a September I0,
2008 e-mail that the structures were "complex" and "extraordinarily elaborate and redolent of
layering," and suggested the London Compliance Officer look at them closely. He continued
that "[t]he present status is that the structures and transactions give rise to suspicion ofML [i.e.,
money laundering] unless they can be adequately explained by the business. I am concerned
about fraud , asset stripping, market manipulation and derivative Tax offences.... If the structure
and transactions cannot [be] explained we must file Susp icious Transaction report [sic] as a
matter of law and ZGC [i. e., Group Compliance] policy." Asia Compliance Head-! also noted
that the "[f]ees earned are very substantial and if lost will significantly impact the business
(probably terminate the business)."
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63.

The London Compliance Officer therefore immediately recognized the

Olympus-related structure could "present an unacceptabl e regulatory risk to the Commerzbank
Group." On or about September 18, 2008, the London Compliance Officer met with the COSEA
Managing Director to di scuss the Olympus-related structure. According to the London
Comp liance Officer's notes of that meeting, the COSEA Managing Director explained that he
had not received any explanation of the "economic rationale" for the SG Bond structure. The
London Compliance Officer said that Commerz might have to terminate the relationship with
Olympus if "we can't get to the bottom ofthe structure."
64.

The following day, the London Compl iance Officer met with CITS Managing

Director-2 and others to discuss the Olympus-related structure. In that meeting, CITS Managing
Director-2 confirmed bas ic facts about the arrangement-including its structure, its purported
purpose, and the involvement of Chan Ming Fon. According to his notes, the London
Compliance Officer "explained that by [the Bank's] not having visibi lity into [the structure] ,
CBK [i.e., Commerzbank] is vulnerable ifOC [i.e., Olympus], ElL [i. e., Easterside] or any other
element in the chain is up to no good." The London Compliance Officer gave the example of
Merrill Lynch's regulatory fine "for aiding and abetting Sumitomo." At no point in that meeting,
or at any other time, did CITS Managing Director-2 share his concerns about the structure with
the London Compliance Officer- the same concerns that he had laid out in a memorandum to
the COSEA Managing Director less than a month earlier.
65.

After meeting with the COSEA Managing Director and CITS Managing Director-

2, the London Compliance Officer indicated in a September 22, 2008 e-mail to the COSEA
Managing Director, CITS Managing Director-2, and two Singapore-based compl iance officers
that he "remain[ed] concerned" about the Olympus-related structures, including, among other
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things, (a) the fact that Commerz had no direct contact with Olympus at that point; (b) that there
was no verification "ofthe structure's ultimate purpose"; and (c) "the structure appears open
ended." The e-mail concluded that the business "must urgently arrange a meeting with
Olympus," and said he was also "concerned that [CITS Managing Director-2] does not ask about
the client's intentions," noting that the Monetary Authority of Singapore ("MAS") requires trust
companies to monitor their clients' activities for AML purposes. The London Compliance
Officer concluded:
As I mentioned on Friday, apart from checking the source of
money we receive, we must also consider how clients use money
we handle for them. Do not doubt that we would face both
regulatory sanction and bad publicity if we were found to have
facilitated illegal share support, insider dealing, evasion of
disclosure rules or the comm ission of any other deception or crime,
financial or otherwise.
66.

In an e-mail dated only two days later, on September 24, 2008, to the COSEA

Managing Director, CITS Managing Director-2, and three Singapore-based compliance officers,
the London Compliance Officer noted that a meet ing had been arranged with Olympus, but that
it was "not due for a month" and asked for it to be moved up. He continued:
I say again that we have to be concerned within reason about what
clients do with facilities we provide them and money we remit on
their behalf.
I'm afraid that regulators will not accept the defense that all
business relations were established before the effective date of [a
particular MAS notice] and that they escape the due diligence
mandated by the Notice. Neither will they accept the defense that
CITS only provided certain kinds of services and is somehow
entitled to shut its eyes to certain parts of a comp lex structure
and/or unusual transactions.
During our meeting on Friday, however, you said that you have not
asked questions about clients' intentions as you felt you were at
less risk by not knowing.
I'm afraid such an attitude is
inappropriate, especially from someone in a sen ior position ....
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You mentioned that Olympus is well-established and is a listed
multi-national corporation which gives comfort that the source of
funds was legitimate. Remember, though, that many large and
apparently reputable companies have run into severe legal and
regulatory problems, sometimes dragging their bankers into the
mire.
The London Compliance Officer's e-mail then listed a number of high-profile companies and
their bankers that had been sanctioned or fined.
67.

At about the same time, the London Compliance Officer e-mailed Commerz's

Global Head of Compliance to relay the same concerns. His e-mail, for example, noted that
CITS Managing Director-2 "said that he did not typically ask questions of clients as he felt he
was at less risk by not knowing," and that the COSEA Managing Director "said he did not
understand, so I repeated that it is unacceptable for senior managers to turn blind eyes or
otherwise remain ignorant."
68.

In a report dated October 16, 2008, to the Global Head of Compliance, the

London Compliance Officer delivered his review ofCITS and COSEA's accounts. Among other
things, the London Compliance Officer highlighted the Olympus-related structures, and
criticized COSEA and CITS business people for their "delay in meeting officers of the Olympus
Corporation to discuss directly the purpose of the complex structure involving Easterside
Investments Limited."
69.

In another e-mail to the Global Head of Compliance, dated November 23, 2008,

the London Comp liance Officer noted that the "putative purpose" of the Olympus-related
structures was to "disguise" Olympus' s stake in the SPY, and continued that ''[t]he structure is
complex and could be used to disguise many other things," such as "avoiding anti-monopoly
laws, " "supporti ng OC's share price," or "avoiding disclosure rules." The London Compliance
Officer also noted that the proffered reason for the structure-to allow Olympus to secretly make
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strategic investments into competitors in the market for endoscopic products-was contrary to a
number of statements in Olympus's annual reports. For example, Olympus had represented to
CJTS employees that the purpose of the SPY was to increase Ol ympus's market share in the
endoscopic devices market. But Olympus's annual report, as the London Compliance Offi cer
noted, indicated that Olympus already held an "overwhelming 80% share of the world market"
for endoscop ic devices, and that rather than seeking to increase market share, Olympus sought a
"departure from an endoscopic-dependent operation. " The London Compliance Officer also
observed that there had still not been a meeting with representatives of Olympus, and that the
meeting had been pushed off until December 2008.
70.

According to CITS documents, the COSEA Managing Director and CITS

Managing Director-2 met with sen ior Olympus officials (inc luding two who subsequently
pleaded guilty) and Chan Ming Fon in Tokyo on or about December 4, 2008. Accord ing to a
report of that meeting written by CITS Managing Director-2, the COSEA Managing Director
asked to "understand more about the structure, wh ich originates from as far back as 1996." The
report stated " [a]ll our questions were answered friendly and straightforwardly. The
representations made by senior board members in the meeting were very convincing." An
Olympus representative reportedly confirmed that the purpose of the structure was to make
secret investments in competitors, "but only off balance sheet." The notes reflect that "we wi ll
only be able to obtain verbal positive confirmation as given in the meeting fo r the tim e bei ng"that is, there was no other verification of the purpose of the structures. The report concluded that
"we are confident with this business. The impact on CITS income is substantial. Nonetheless,
the board of CITS should di scuss the suitability for thi s kind of business for a trust company and
a private bank going forward. "
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71 .

By that point, however, the London Compl iance Officer had left Singapore;

approximately four months later, he was installed as the head of compliance for Commerz New
York. He noted in an e-mail to other Commerz Asia comp liance personnel-written in early
January 2009, after he had left Singapore but before arriving in the United States- that at a
dinner before he left Singapore with the Asia Compli ance Head- I and a CITS director (the
"Statutory Director"), the Statutory Director had again pressed on why the Olympus structure
was "suspicious and why it was CBK's [i.e., Commerz's] duty to look below the surface ."
72.

When he received a copy of the December 4, 2008 meeting notes by CITS

Managing Director-2, the London Compliance Officer remarked, "Everyone is on notice. I' m
not sure there's much more we can do unless new information comes to hand ." In interviews
with federal investigators, the London Compliance Officer asserted he meant that, although the
meeting notes were not thorough enough and did not address all of his questions, the relevant
people- including the relevant business heads and the incoming Head of Compl iance in Asia
(the "Asia Compliance Officer"), who were copi ed on the e-mail- had all of the inform ation
necessary to act, and that it was now their responsibi lity, as the London Compliance Offi cer had
already left Singapore by the time he received the meeting notes.
73.

Upon arriving in New York in or about April 2009 and assuming his new job as

head of compli ance for Commerz New York, the London Compliance Offi cer was contacted by
a senior compliance offi cer in Singapore, who asked about the Olympus structure, noting that
"[i]t seems a very complicated structure without any economical rationale." The Singapore
compliance officer asked a number of questions, including "Did you feel comfortable in the
end ?" The London Compliance Officer responded that he could not recall all of the details and
that he had been occupied with a very sensiti ve employee disciplinary issue concerning the
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COSEA Managing Director (who was ultimately forced to resign) that "dominated" his attention
at the end of hi s tenure in Singapore. Nonetheless, the London Compliance Officer explained:
I was never comfortable with the structure or CMF's [i.e., Chan
Ming Fon's] involvement (I think [CfTS Managing Director-2]
relied on him far too much), but acting on the basis that one is
innocent until proven guilty and I had no proof of wrongdoing, it
was left on a watching brief which I suppose is where you come in.
74.

The London Compliance Officer, the C ITS Managing Director-2, the Asia

Compliance Head- I, and the Singapore compliance offi cer who followed up in April 2009 were
not the only people at Commerz to be suspicious of the Olympus-related structure. Rather, other
business and compliance personnel in Singapore had articulated sim ilar concerns questioning
"the economic rationale for the transaction" as well as whether "COD" (customer due dili gence)
had been performed on the cli ent (including one proposed Olympus transaction that, although
very similar to the SG Bond structure, Commerz eventuall y decl ined as "too unusual for my
liking"). One compliance offi cer pointed to an AM L notice published by the MAS, which
required trust companies like CfTS to "pay special attention to all complex or unusually large
transactions or unusual patterns of transactions that have no apparent or visible econom ic or
lawful purpose." Another compliance official in Singapore responded that Commerz
representati ves should meet with multiple Olympus offi cial s "to ensure that in case there is any
fraud ( I am not saying there is), thi s should flu sh it out." And, as noted above, another described
the Olympus-related structure as "a very complicated structure without any economical
rationale."
75.

Between 2005 and 20 I 0, CITS and COSEA earned at least approximately

$3 million combined for their roles in the Olympus structure.
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Suspicions at Commerz New York in 2010

76.

Notwithstanding the concerns articulated by the London Compliance Officer, the

Asia Compliance Head- I, and others, no negative information about Olympus or any related
entity was ever transmitted to Commerz New York, either directly or through Frankfurt, even as
more than $1.6 billion in Olympus-related transactions were being routed through Commerz
New York between 1999 and 20 I 0. In early 20 I 0, two Olympus-related transactions "alerted" in
Commerz New York' s transaction monitoring software as a result ofth e introduction by
Commerz of more sophisticated transaction-monitoring software and the additional information
provided by the new SWIFT messaging format. Specificall y, in March 20 I 0-while the London
Compliance Officer was still located at Commerz New York, but had been demoted and
removed from his pos ition as head of compliance- two wires in the amount of approximately
$455 million and $67 million from GPA Investment Limited to Creative Dragons SPC-Sub
Fund E- both entities involved in the Olympus scheme-alerted in New York. The $455
million wire was the single highest va lue transaction by any COSEA client in 20 I 0.
77.

AML compliance officers in New York sent a request for information directly to

Singapore, as well as to a dedicated mailbox for information requests in Frankfurt, asking for
information about the identities of the ultimate originator and recipient of the transactions; the
main business of the parties; and the purpose of the transactions.
78.

Meanwhile, compliance officers in Singapore had previous ly identified the same

two Olympus-related wires as potentially suspicious. After looking into the transactions, a CITS
employee in Singapore, in an e-mail that al so copied the Asia Compliance Officer, CITS
Managing Director-2, and the head of compliance for Singapore, all of whom were well aware of
the concerns about the Olympus-related transactions-explained that the two proposed wires
were related to Olympus.
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79.

In response to Commerz New York 's request for information, however,

compliance personnel at Commerz Singapore did not relay any of the concerns about the
Olympus-sponsored structures and transactions. Instead, the only response to the request for
information came in the form of a brief e-mail on or about April20, 20 10:
GPA Investments Ltd. ist [sic] a Caymen [sic] Islands SPY,
Creative Dragons SPC-Sub Fund E a CITS administered fund both
of which are part of an SPC structure to manage securities
investments for an FA TF country based MNC.
According to the Relationship Manager the payment reflects the
proceeds from such securities investment to be reinvested.
Based on thi s response, Commerz New York closed the alert without taking any further action
other than to note that in March 20 I 0 alone, GPA Investments had been involved in
six transactions through Commerz New York totaling more than $522 million.
Olympus-Related Wires Through New York

80.

As a result of Commerz' s participation in the Olympus-related structure, and the

failure to commun icate information and concerns about the structure to Commerz New York, at
least the following transactions fl owed through Commerz New York in furtherance ofthe
Olympus accounting fraud .
Approximate Date

Beneficiary

Amount

6/3/1999
I 0/6/ 1999
I 0/8/ 1999
10/ 1411999
12/27/ 1999
12/28/ 1999
12/29/1999
3/ 17/2000
4/24/2000
9/25/2000
9/29/2000
9/29/2000
I 0110/2000

Chan Ming Fon
Commerzbank
Twenty-First Century
Commerzbank
Commerzbank
Twenty-First Century
Commerzbank
Sumitomo
Spectech
Sumitomo
Hill more
CITS
Hill more

$136,584.00
$20 I ,000,000.00
$199,8 13,084.11
$15.00
$10 I ,000,000.00
$99,950,000.00
$15.00
$109,479.96
$755.00
$64,423.41
$13,212,222.22
$20,022.14
$100,000,000.00
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Approximate Date
I 0/ I0/2000
I 011112000
I 0/ II /2000
I2/ 14/2000
I2/27/2000
2/26/200 I
2/26/200 I
2/27/2001
2/27/200I
6/27/2008
6/30/2008
7/3/2008
9/25/2008
8/ 18/2009
11 /06/2009
12/ I4/2009
3/31 /20 I 0
3/3 1/20 10
4/7/20 10
4/8/20 10
4/16/2010
4/28/2010
5/5/20 I 0
6/ 16/20IO
6/23/20 I 0
8117/20 10

Beneficiary
Hillmore
Hill more
Sum itomo
Hillmore
Sumitomo
Hillmore
CfTS
Sumitomo
Sumitomo
GPA Investments Ltd.
GPA Investments Ltd.
GPA Investments Ltd .
HSBC
International Commercia l Bank
Standard Chartered

Creative Dragons
Creative Dragons
Creative Dragons
Creative Dragons
Creative Dragons
VAP Communications
Dragons Asset Mgmt
Dragons Asset Mgmt
Chan Ming Fon
Conyers Dill
Total

Amount
$I 00,000,000.00
$38,008.28
$2 12,266,636.67
$7,0 17,719.30
$6,590,277.78
$10 I, I65 ,777.78
$1 ,852.11
$2,093 ,4I8.32
$ 101,II5,970.00
$68,600,000.00
$51 ,000.000.00
$ 10,000,000.00
$650.00
$500,000.00
$5,000.00
$100,000
$455,000,000
$66,997,457.63
$ 100,000,000
$ 150,000
$ 12,9 10 .89
$6,500,000.00
$3 ,000,000.00
$3 ,000,000.00
$1 ,000,000.00
$430.98
$I ,648,246,073.9 1

Commerz New York Failed to Adeguatelv Monitor Correspondent Banking Transactions
81.

In or about October 20 II , the Olympus accounting fraud was revealed,

precipitating the filing of SARs in the United States and Suspicious Transaction Reports in
Singapore (which are fil ed based on a different standard than SARs). Prior to the revelation of
the fraud , however, no negative info rmation about Olympus-indeed, no indication that the
transactions through the New York branch even involved Olympus-was communicated to
Commerz ew York . And the Singapore branch, although suspicious of the Olympus
transactions, had fil ed only a single STR in Ju ly 2010, related to one or more payments to Chan
Ming Fon.
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82.

Although the routing through Commerz New York of more than $1.6 billion in

transactions that Bank officials suspected to be part of a structure that had no "economic
rationale" and that could be used to disguise other illegalities- and thus was reportable under the
BSA- is a stark example of a compliance deficiency, Commerz New York was repeatedly
criticized for its AML compliance deficiencies by Commerz's own internal audit function and its
regulators in the United States. Those criticisms persisted over a number of years. In turn,
Commerz New York's compliance department criticized Commerz Frankfurt and other branches
for failing to provide the information it needed to comply with the BSA.
Commerz New York Raised AML Compliance Concerns with Frankfurt

83.

The same person served as Commerz's BSA Officer continuously from

approximately 2003 until early 2014. Over those years, she rai sed concerns about AML
compliance, both to her superiors at Commerz New York, and with the home office in Frankfurt.
84.

In interviews with federal investigators, the BSA Officer noted that until late

2006, there was no global policy at Commerz of maintaining KYC materials for the customers of
the correspondent banking business (i.e., the customers ofCommerz branches and affiliates).
Although the BSA does not require a financial institution to conduct due diligence of its
customer's customers, it is still required to detect and report suspicious activity. This is
accomplished, in part, through conducting due diligence, and enhanced due diligence where
appropriate, of the correspondent relationship-which, as described above, Commerz New York
failed to do--and by sending requests for further information to the correspondent bank when
potentially suspicious transactions are detected .
85.

The BSA Officer explained, however, that she observed that relationship

managers outside ofCommerz New York did not maintain KYC files consi stent with U.S.
requirements, and that Commerz New York frequently had difficulties getting responses to
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requests for information that were generated in connection with automated "alerts." According
to another New York-based compliance officer responsible for AML transaction monitoring,
because requests for information went unanswered for as much as eight months without SARs
being filed, alerts were often closed out without any response to the pending request. As a result
of these deficiencies, Commerz New York cleared numerous AML "alerts" based on its own
perfunctory internet searches and searches of public source databases but without ever receiving
responses to its requests for information. The BSA Officer further observed that at times certain
business units in Frankfurt resisted the independent judgments of AM L personnel in New York,
a problem that the BSA Officer and other New York based compliance personnel raised with
successive Global Heads of Compliance. The BSA Officer further observed that Commerz
Frankfurt felt that Commerz New York was "crying wolf' when it raised compliance issues.
86.

For example, in an e-mai l dated June 24, 20 10, a New York based comp li ance

officer who had primary responsibility for automated transaction monitoring wrote in an e-mai l
to the BSA Officer and the Asia Compliance Officer (who had recently assumed the position of
Head of Compliance in New York) that "we currently have 90 alerts a day," with "808 alerts
outstanding," which "could lead to a possible back log." He continued, ·'I also wanted to make
you aware that we have currentl y over 130 Frankfurt RFi s [i.e., requests for information]
outstanding," noting "a decrease in respon se to the RFls" from Frankfurt. The following day, the
Asia Compliance Officer forwarded the e-mai l to the Bank's Global Head of Compliance, adding
that "things are not getting better with regards to th[ose] findings (see below). I wi ll forward you
the DRAFT memo on potential revision of staffing needs." Although the Global Head of
Compliance thereafter instituted new procedures designed to increase the speed of responses to
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RFis from New York, problems persisted with the timely flow of information from business
units outside the U.S. to compliance officers in New York.
87.

After the BSA Officer realized that a transaction with a so-called Specially

Designated National (i.e. , a person or entity subject to U.S. sanctions) was processed in 2009 as a
result of incomplete or incorrect information received from Commerz Frankfurt about the
correspondent banking relationship, the BSA Officer determined to do more due diligence in
New York. However, Commerz New York received resistance from Frankfurt in implementing
that project.
88.

Similarly, according to both the BSA Officer and another New York compliance

officer, in or about 2009, Commerz New York added a particular money exchanger to an AML
filter in order to detect and block any transactions involving that correspondent banking
customer due to a history of suspicious activity. Although Commerz Frankfurt, acting at the
direction ofthe Global Head of Compliance, ultimately agreed to close accounts with and filter
all money exchanger customers, Commerz Frankfurt initially instructed New York to remove the
client from the filter, and criticized the Commerz ew York AML compliance employees for
acting without consulting the business in Frankfurt. The same thing happened, according to the
BSA Officer, with a Kabul-based correspondent banking customer that had engaged in
apparently suspicious activities. Although the customer was ultimately placed on the filter,
Commerz Frankfurt, acting through certain employees, initially instructed the BSA Officer, the
person at Commerz responsible for the Bank' s compliance with U.S. law, that she-and
Commerz New York-did not have the ability to put any client into a filter without the approval
of Frankfurt (a situation that was rectified in 20 II by the creation of a joint committee chartered
with determining which clients should be added to these blocking filters). The Global Head of
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Compliance told federal investigators that when Commerz New York blocked transactions with
the money exchanger, there was significant pushback from the business in Frankfurt. In fact, the
Global Head ofCompliance cited this incident- in which the U.S.-based BSA Officer blocked
suspicious transactions in accordance with the BSA-as one of the reasons that the London
Compliance Officer was ultimately fired . According to the Global Head of Compliance,
Commerz New York needed to respect the "process" for such actions, including apprising the
Frankfurt-based business and Group Compliance, because the abrupt term ination of the client's
account was disruptive to the business.
89.

Business people within Commerz New York were also perceived as indifferent to

compliance matters. For example, one compliance officer told federal investigators that he
rai sed a comp liance issue related to the correspondent banking business with a senior executive
ofthe North American business, who "flipped out" and said, in substance, why did you tell this
to me and make it my problem? The senior executive also asked why the Bank should care what
a client was doing with its money.
Internal Audit Found Numerous Deficiencies with Commerz New York 's
AML Compliance Program

90.

At the time that Commerz acquired Dresdner Bank in late 2008, Dresdner Bank

was operating under a Cease and Desist Order issued by the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve and the New York State Banking Department related to BSA/AML comp liance
deficiencies in Dresdner's correspondent banking and doll ar clearing busi nesses. Commerz was
able to convince the Federal Reserve to lift that order upon completion of the merger, and
reported regularly to the Federal Reserve on the progress of the banks' integrations.
91.

In or about September and October 2009, Commerz Group Audit conducted a fu ll

scope review ofCommerz New York's AML compliance program in the wake of the Dresdner
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merger and integration. The aud it report, dated November 2009-which was distributed to
Commerz's senior leadership, including to certain members of Commerz's Board of Directors,
the Global Head of Compl iance, the New York-based CEO and COO ofCommerz's North
American Business, and its BSA Officer-concluded that the overall assessment ofCommerz
New York's AML compliance program was ·'fair," wh ich equated to a score ofthree on a
five-point scale. The audit report had numerous findings related to the BSA/AML compliance
program, such as:

92.

a.

Commerz New York had no process or procedure in place for conducting
enhanced due diligence and enhanced account activity monitoring (in part,
because prior to the acquisition of Dresdner, Com merz New York did not
consider itself to have high risk clients), which the audit report noted was
a "high risk" deficiency that "present[s] a higher money laundering or
terrorist financing risk [and] exposes the Bank to regu latory risks."

b.

In its KYC process, Commerz New York only assessed demand deposit
accounts for enhanced due diligence, even though the Bank maintained
other sorts of client relationships.

c.

"[N]o enhanced account activity [was] performed on the following
customer-types: Clients classi tied as high-risk in the Customer Risk
Rating Tool .. . [and] Foreign financial institutions operating in high-risk
jurisdictions."

d.

Commerz New York maintained a backlog of more than I ,600
uninvestigated AML alerts, which the audit report noted was another
high-risk deficiency that created the "[p]ossibility of suspicious activities
being undetected."

e.

The information upon which AML investigations were based "did not
always provide for a clear picture of the final outcome of the
investigation."

According to numerous Commerz New York compliance officials, the 2009 AML

audit report ofCommerz New York was amongst the most negative internal audit reports in
memory. To address the audit findings, which were shared with its regulators, Commerz
engaged in broad remediation efforts, including retaining independent consultants. Ultimately,
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all of the audit findings were remediated and, after undergoing testing by the internal audit
department, closed out by mid-20 I I; all findings deemed high risk were closed out by the end of
August 20 I 0.
Commerz 's Regulators Repeatedly Warned the Bank About AML Compliance Issues

93.

In February and March 2013, officials from FRBNY and the New York State

Department of Financial Services ("DFS") conducted an examination ofCommerz New York's
BSA/AML compliance program. The regulators determined that "the branch's BSA/AML
compliance program remains inadequate," and that "management has failed to implement
internal controls to appropriately identity, mitigate, and manage the BSA/AML risks associated
with the branch 's foreign correspondent banking business." The regulators noted that these
findings were "similar" to ones identified during a 2011 FRBNY exam ination ofCommerz's
so-called wholesale banknotes business.
94.

Among other things, the regulators criticized Commerz New York for failing to

"conduct[] appropriate due diligence of the branch 's foreign correspondent relationships," and
noted that " [t]he exam also identified violations of BSA/AML laws and regulations that were the
result of systemic internal control weaknesses."
95.

With respect to systemic weakness at Commerz New York, the regulators pointed

to the fact that " [t]he branch has not yet developed sufficient risk-based monitoring processes for
MT 202 transactions," i.e., transactions processed through the new SWIFT messaging format
introduced in 2009, which were not reviewed for suspicious activity at all. " Instead, the MT 202
reviews were limited to key word searches for phrases indicative of cover payments"-a result
that might suffice to detect transactions with entities subject to U.S. sanctions, but which could
not otherwise detect suspicious activity.
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96.

In an interview with federal investigators, a Commerz New York compliance

employee involved in establishing the thresholds used by the monitoring software in effect unti l
20 I0, told federal investigators that while the goal of the threshold sening process was to identify

suspicious transactions, and to exclude irrelevant transactions, the threshold floors were driven
by the output of alerts. That is, the threshold floors were set based on a desire not to generate
"too many alerts." According to another compliance officer during an interview with federal
investigators, the then-Head of Compl iance for the New York branch required a weekly update
on the number of alerts and, in 20 11 , asked him to change the thresholds in the automated system
to reduce the number of alerts generated. The compliance officer reported that he refused to do
so.
97.

An outside consultant had originally assisted in sening the transaction monitoring

rules and thresholds, but the thresholds were subsequently adjusted (prior to the 2013
FRBNY/DFS examination) in an effort to manage the alert volume. The regulators also noted
that Commerz New York 's transaction monitoring program had been calibrated in certain ways
that seemed to defy explanation, and for wh ich there was no documentation. For example, the
threshold for excessive daily funds transfers for a single account was set at $2 billion, when the
average transaction levels were less than $1 million. In an interview with federal investigators,
however, the BSA Officer explained that the specifi c threshold that had been criticized by the
regulators-the $2 billion one-day threshold-was not the result of attempting to manage the
number of alerts. Rather, she exp lained that an outside consultant had recommended removing
that threshold altogether because it was redundant of other rules, but that the AML staff had
instead decided to retain the threshold but to set it especially high. As the regulators noted, there
was no contemporaneous documentation ofthis explanation.
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98.

The regulators also specifically identified defi ciencies with Commerz Frankfurt's

role in BSNAML compliance, including the quality of enhanced due diligence files for head
office and global branches' customers (which was "inadequate" and did ·'not address the
intended use of the correspondent relationship"), and Frankfurt's response to requests for
information from the New York branch. Specificall y, the regulators wrote that their qualitative
testing "identified instances where [] requests for further information had been insufficiently
evaluated along with occurrences of red flags within transaction details that had not been further
investigated."
99.

As the regulators noted, Commerz New York had previously received a negative

examination report in connection with BSNAML compliance deficiencies in its wholesale
banknotes business. Specifically, FRBNY examiners determined that Commerz New York had
numerous deficiencies in its BSA/AML compliance program related to the banknotes business,
including that Commerz New York fai led to perform adequate customer due diligence on the
correspondent account maintained for Comm erz Frankfurt or to risk-rate the banknotes bu si ness.
That examination resulted, in or about June 201 2, in a written order on consent between FRBNY
and Commerz that required Commerz to remediate its BSA/AM L deficiencies and to make
regular reports to FRBNY. Among other things, the 20 12 written order required Commerz to
develop an AML compliance program that included "comprehensive customer due diligence and
enhanced due diligence policies, procedures, and practices for its customers, including, but not
limited to, Commerzbank AG," i.e., Commerz Frankfurt.
I00.

The regulators noted a similar, but broader deficiency in 20 13, observing that the

Bank had still failed to conduct adequate enhanced due diligence on the head office (i.e.,
Frankfurt) and global branches and affiliates in its correspondent banking business. Among
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other things, the regulators found that the "customer tiles do not address the intended use of the
correspondent relationship, the expected volumes and freq uency of activity arising from
transactions, the locations and types of customers, etc." Moreover, the regulators found
"[s]imilar weaknesses ... for non-affiliated customer tiles."
I 0 I.

The 201 3 correspondent banking examination likewise resulted in an enforcement

action, which Commerz resolved by consenting, in or about October 20 13, to a Cease and Desist
Order. Under the Order, Commerz New York is requ ired to further remediate its BSA/AML
deficienci es and to make regular reports to FRBNY. Among other things, the Bank is requ ired to
implement "an acceptabl e customer due diligence program," including, at a mini mum ,
·'[p]olicies, procedures, and controls to ensure that the [New York] Branch collects, analyzes,
and retains complete and accurate customer informati on for all account holders, including but not
limited to, affiliates.
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A ITACHMENT C
[CERTIFICATE OF CORPORATE RCSOLUTIONS IN A FORM TO BE PROVIDED BY THE COivfPAN!l

COMPANY OFFICERS' CERTIFICATE
We have read this Agreement and carefully reviewed every part of it with outside counsel
for Commerzbank AG and Commerzbank (New York Branch) (collectively, the "Company").
We understand the terms of this Agreement and the Company voluntarily agrees to each of its
terms. Before signing this Agreement on behalf of the Company, we consulted outside counsel
for the Company. Counsel fully advised us of the rights of the Company, of possible defenses,
of the Sentencing Guidelines' provisions, and of the 'consequences of entering into this
Agreement.
We have carefully reviewed the terms of this Agreement with the Managing Board of the
Company. We have advised and caused outside counsel for the Company to inform and advise
the Managing Board of the Company fully of the rights of the Company, of possible defenses, of
the Sentencing Guidelines' provisions, and of the consequences of entering into the Agreement.
No promises or inducements have been made other than those contained in this
Agreement. Furthermore, no one has threatened or forced us, or to our knowledge any person
authorizing this Agreement on behalf of the Company, in any way to enter into th is Agreement.
We are also satisfied with outside counsel's representation in this matter. We certify that we are
respectively, the General Counsel and the Managing Director- Head of Legal North America for
the Company and that we have been duly authorized by the Company to execute this Agreement
on behalf of the Company.
Date: ){.<4<¥6.,

/11

{OK

<: ...,ll

By:

--.___

GUnter All~~ General Counsel

n
By:

a

ft-q

~71/V1

Armin Barthe , Manaking Director- Head of
Legal North America
Commerzbank (New York Branch)

CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL

.We are counsel for Commerzbank AG and Commerzbank (New York Branch)
(collectively, the "Company") in the matter covered by this Agreement. In connection with such
representation, we have examined relevant Company documenLS and have discussed the terms of
this Agreement with the Managing Board of the Company. Based on our review of the
foregoing materials and discussions, and based upon representations to us regarding the laws of
Germany, we are of the opinion that the representative of the Company has bee·n duly authoriz.ed
I

to enter into this Agreement on behalf of the Company and that this Agreement has been duly
and validly authorized, executed, and delivered on behalfofthe Company and is a valid and
binding obligation of the Company. rurther, we have carefully reviewed the terms of this
Agreement with the Managing Board of the Company. We have fully advised them of the rights
of the Company, of possible defenses, of the Sentencing Guidelines' provisions and of the
consequences of entering into this Agreement. To our knowledge, the decision ofthe Company
to enter into this Agreement, based on the authorization of the Managing Board of th?·Company,
is an informed and voluntary one.
Date:

3- //- JS
By:

N~ G.!?t=
Petrillo Klein & Boxer LLP Counsel for the

David Brodsky I Lev Dass·
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & H
Counsel tor the Company

ATTACHM"EN T D
[Sanctions Ctvil Forfeiture Complaint]

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Plaintiff,

v.
$92,000,000 IN UNITED STATES
CURRENCY BELONGING TO
COMMERZBANK AG
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR FORFEITURE IN REM

COMES NOW, plaintiff the United States of America (the "Government"), by and
through the United States Attorney for the District of Co lumbia and the Department of Justice,
Criminal Division, Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section, pursuant to Title 18, United
States Code, Section 98 1(a)( I)(A) to bring this verified complaint for forfeiture in a civil action
in rem again st $92,000,000 in U.S. currency belonging to Commerzbank AG (''Commerz").

NATURE OF ACTION AND THE DEFENDANT IN REM

I.

This civil action in rem is brought against the defendant property to forfeit it to

the United States as authorized by 18 U.S.C. § 981 (a)( I)(A). The defendant property is
$92,000,000 in U.S. currency belonging to Commerz transferred to the United States Marshals
Service by Commerz in conjunction with a Deferred Prosecution Agreement ("DPA") entered
into by the United States and Commerz.
2.

By this complaint, the United States seeks forfeiture of al l right, title, and interest

in the defendant property, which Commerz has agreed is forfeitable to the United States as a
result of its conspiracy to transmit or tran sfer funds from a place in the United States to or
1

through a place outside the United States or to a place in the United States from or through a
place outside the United States, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(a)(2), 1956(h), with the intent
to promote the carrying on of a conspiracy to vio late the International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (" IEEPA "), 50 U.S.C. §§ 170 1-1706, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371.
3.

Commerz has agreed that the facts contained in the Information and in the

Statement of Facts filed with the DPA are sufficient to establish that this defendant property is
subject to civi l forfeiture to the United States.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4.

This Court has jurisdiction over thi s action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1345 and

5.

Venue is proper within this judicial di strict pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1355(b) and

1355.

1395(b) because the defendant property is located within the District of Co lumbia.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

6.

At all times relevant to thi s Complaint, Commerz had its principal place of

business in Frankfurt, Germany. Commerz conducts business in Europe, orth America, South
America, Asia, Africa, and Australia. Since 1967, Commerz has been licensed to operate a
foreign bank branch in New York, New York (the "Branch"). The Branch prov ides U. S. Dollar
("USD") clearing for international wire payments and provides banking serv ices to German
companies, subsidiari es of German companies located in the United States, and U.S. companies.
7.

As set out in more detail in the Statement of Facts, attached as exhibit A and

incorporated herein by reference, IEEPA authorized the President of the United States (''the
President'') to impose economic sanctions on a foreign country in response to an unusual or
extraordinary threat to the national security, fore ign policy, or economy of the United States
2

when the President declared a national emergency with respect to that threat. Pursuant to this
authority, Presidents have imposed sanctions on, among other countries, Iran and Sudan.
8.

Beginning in or about January 2002 and ending in or about December 2008,

Commerz violated U.S. law by assisting clients in evading U.S. sanctions, including those
applicable to Iran and Sudan. Specifically, Comm erz sent payments involving sanctioned
entities or entities affiliated with sanctioned countries through the Branch and other U.S.
financial institutions, as part of a conspiracy to violate JEEP A. Commerz know ingly and
willfully concealed from the Branch, other U.S. financial institutions, and regu lators the
sanctioned entities' connection to these transactions, which caused false in formation to be
recorded in business records of the Branch. Consequently, U.S. financial institutions processed
transactions that shou ld have been rejected, blocked, or stopped for in vestigati on.
9.

More specifical ly, employees ofCommerz: (i) sent payments from Frankfurt on

behalf of sanctioned clients without reference to the payments' ori gin; (ii) eli minated payment
data that would have revealed the involvement of sanctioned entities; (i ii) directed an Iranian
client to transfer payments in the name of its subsidiary com panies to mask the Iranian client 's
involvement; (iv) issued checks to an Iranian client that showed a European-rather than Iranianaddress; and (v) used alternative payment methods to conceal the involvement of sanctioned
entities.
I0.

The conspiracy to concea l transactions involving sanctioned entities from the

Branch allowed the unlawful payments to go unnoticed.
II.

By providing these services to clients that were subj ect to U.S. sanctions or cli ents

that were doing business with sanctioned entities, Commerz engaged in a conspiracy to violate
IEEPA in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371.
3

12.

Moreover, by providing these services Commerz transmitted or transferred from a

place in the United States to or through a place outside the Un ited States or to a place in the
United States from or through a place outside the United States with the intent to promote the
carrying on ofan IEEPA violation, all in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(a)(2), 1956(h).
13 .

Commerz has admitted to transmitting or transferring at least $92,000,000 of

funds derived from a conspiracy to violate IEEPA beginning in or about January 2002 and
ending in or about December 2008. The funds in volved in these illega l IEEPA transactions
passed through Commerz, where they were com mingled with other Com merz funds.
14.

During that same time frame, the overal l assets owned by Commerz was far in

excess of$92,000,000. These funds facilitated and were involved in the illegal transmi ssion and
transfer of the $92,000,000.
15.

In March 20 15, Commerz transferred $92,000,000 of its own funds, the de fendant

property, to the United States Marshals Service.
16:

There is a substantial connection between the defendant property and the violation

of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(a)(2), 1956(h). As Commerz has stipulated in the DPA, the defendant
property was involved in the offendin g transactions. That is, the defendant property is not the
$92,000,000 in fund s that violated IEEPA, rather it represents a portion of the property that
fac ilitated those illegal transactions.
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CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(18 U.S.C. § 98l(a)(l)(A))

17.

The Government re-alleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs I through

16 as if fully set forth herein .
18.

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 981 (a)( I )(A), any property, real or personal , involved in a

transaction or attempted transaction in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1956, or any property traceable to
such property, is subject to forfeiture.
19.

"Specified unlawful activity" is defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7) to include,

among other things, offenses related to violations ofi EEPA.
20.

As a result, the defendant property is subject to forfeiture to the United States

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 981 (a)( I)(A) as property invo lved in a violation of 18 U.S.C.
§§ 1956(a)(2), 1956(h).
REQUEST FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff United States of Ameri ca prays that process issue to enforce
the forfeiture of the in rem defendant-property; that, pursuant to law, notice be provided to all
interested parties to appear and show cause why the forfeiture should not be decreed and the
defendant property be condemned as forfeited to the United States of America; and for such
other and further relief as this Court may deem just, necessary and proper, together with the costs
and di sbursements of thi s action.
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Respectfully subm itted,
RONALD C. MACHEN JR.
D.C. Bar No. 447889
Un ited States Attorney
Date: 3/ 12/20 15

BY: Is/ Zia M. Faruqui
Zia Faruqu i, D.C. Bar o. 494990
Matt Graves, D.C. Bar No. 481052
Maia Miller, VA Bar No . 7322 1
Ass istant United States Attorneys
555 Fourth Street, N. W., Fourth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20 530
(202) 252-7 11 7 (Faruqui)
(202) 25 2-7762 (G raves)
(202) 252-6737 (M iller)
zia. faruqui@usdoj .gov
matthew .graves@usdoj .gov
maia. m iller@usdoj .gov
LES LIE CA LDWELL
ASS ISTANT ATfOR EY GENERA L
CRIMINA L DI VISION
M. KE DALL DAY
ACTfNG CHIEF, ASSET FORFE ITU RE
AND MONEY LAUNDER ING
SECTIO

Date: 3/ 12/2015

BY : Is/ Sarah Devlin
SARA H DEVLfN
PAM HICKS
Trial Attorneys
Asset Forfe iture and Money Laundering Section
Counse l fo r Plainti ffUnited States
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VERIFICATION

I, John Matala, a Special Agent with the Internal Revenue Service, Criminal
Investigation, declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, that the foregoing
Verified Complaint for Forfeiture In Rem is based upon reports and information known to me
and/or furnished to me by other law enforcement agents and that everything represented herein
is true and correct.
Executed on this

lith day of March 2015.

Is/ John Matala
John Matala
Special Agent
Internal Revenue Service, Criminal Investigation
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AITACH1vffi>-Jl I:
[BSAIAML Civil forfeiture Complaintl

PREET BHARARA
United States Attorney for the
Southern District of New York
By:
BONNIE JONAS
SHARON COHEN LEVIN
Assistant United States Attorneys
One Saint Andrew's Plaza
New York, New York 10007
Tel. (212) 637-2472/ 1060
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

------------------------------------

X

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

VERIFIED CIVIL COMPLAINT
15 Civ.

-v-

$300,000,000 IN UNITED STATES CURRE CY,
Defendant-in-rem .
--------------------- -- -------------

X

Plaintiff United States of America, by its attorney Preet Bharara, United States
Attorney for the Southern District of New York, for its verified complaint, alleges, upon
information and belief, as follows:

I. JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This action is brought pursuant to Title 18, United States Code,

Section 981 (a)(l )(C) by the United States of America seeking the forfeiture of $300,000,000 in
United States currency (the "Defendant Funds" or the "de fendant-in-rem") .
2.
Section 1355 .

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Title 28, United States Code,

3.

Venue is proper under Title 28, United States Code, Section 1355(b)(l)(A)

because certain actions and omissions giving rise to forfeiture took place in the Southem District of
New York and pursuant to Title 28, United States Code, Section 1395 because the
defendant-in-rem has been transferred to the Southern District ofNew York.
4.

The Defendant Funds are subject to forfeiture to the United States pursuant

to Title 18, United States Code, Section 981 (a)(1 )(C).
5.

Upon entry of a final order forfeiting the Defendant Funds to the

United States, the Government intends to distribute the funds to victims of the fraud, consistent
with the applicable Department of Justice regulations, through the remission process. See Title
21, United States Code, Section 853(i)(l), Title 18, United States Code, Section 981(e)(6), and
Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 9.

II. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
6.

From at least in or about 2008, and continuing until 2013, the New York

branch of Commerzbank AG ("Commerz New York"), acting through certain employees located
in New York, violated the BSA and its implementing regulations . Specifically, Commerz New
York failed to maintain adequate policies, procedures, and practices to ensure their compliance
with U.S. law, including their obligations to detect and report suspicious transaction activity. As a
result of the willful failure ofCommerz New York to comply with U.S. Jaw, a multi-billion dollar
securities fraud was operated through Commerz New York and other reportabl e transactions
under U.S. law were never detected.

2

7.

Commerz New York's AML program allowed the proceeds of fraud and

other suspicious transactions to be processed through Commerz New York. Specifically, between
1999 and 20 10, Commerz New York processed more than $ 1.6 billion in transfers orchestrated by
Olympus in furtherance of the Olympus accounting fraud.
8.

From in or about the late 1990s through in or about 2011, Olympus

perpetrated a massive accounting fraud designed to conceal from its auditors and investors
hundreds of millions of dollars in losses. In September 2012, Olympus and three of its senior
executives-including its Chairman, an executive vice president, and its general auditor-pleaded
guilty in Japan to inflating the company's net worth by approximately $1.7 billion.
9.
through false

As described in greater detail in the attached Statement of Facts, Olympus,
representations made by Olympus executives, used Commerzhank AG

("Commerz"), through certain branches and affiliates, to perpetrate its fraud. Among other things,
the fraud was perpetrated by Olympus through special purpose vehicles, some of which were
created by Commerz-including several executives based in Singapore- at Olympus's direction,
using funding from Commerz. One of those Singapore-based executives, Chan Ming Fon- who
wa-; involved both in creating the Olympus structure in 1999 while at Commerzbank (Southeast
Asia) Ltd., and who later on his own managed an Olympus-related entity in 2005-2010 on behalf
of which Chan submitted false confumations to Olympus's auditors-subsequently pleaded guilty
in the United States District Court for the Southern Di strict ofNew York to conspiracy to commit
wire fraud .
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10.

I

Additionally, in or about March 2010, two wires m the amounts of

approximately $455 million and $67 million, respectively, related to the Olympus scheme were
processed by Commerz New York through the correspondent account for the Singapore branch of
Commerz. Those wires caused Commerz

ew York' s automated AML monitoring software to

" alert." At the time, Commerz New York had conducted no due dili gence on the Singapore
branch, consistent with Commerz's policy at that time.

In response to the alerts, however,

Commerz New York sent a req uest for information to Commerz Frankfurt and Commerz's
Singapore branch, inquiring about the transactions. The Singapore branch responded in a brief email, dated April 20, 20 I 0, referring to the Olympus-re lated entities involved in the wires:
GPA Investments Ltd. ist [sic] a Caymen Islands SPY, Creative
Dragons SPC-Sub Fund E is a CITS administered fund both of
which are part of an SPC structure to manage securities investments
for an FATF country based MNC.
According to the Relationship Manager the payment reflects the
proceeds from such securities investments to be reinvested.
Commerz' s Si ngapore branch did not relay any of the concerns about the Olympus-sponsored
structures and transactions discussed in the attached Statement of Facts.
II.

Based on its response, Commerz New York closed the alert without taking

any further action other than to note that in March 2010 alone, GPA Investments (an
Olympus-related entity) had been involved m six transactions through Commerz New York
totaling more than $522 million.
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12.

Commerz New York failed to file a SARin the United States concerning

Olympus or any of the Olympus-related entities until November 2013 - more than two years after
the Olympus accounting fraud was revealed.
13.

As a result of the fa ilure of Commerz's Singapore branch to communicate

to Commerz New York the information and concerns about the Olympus-sponsored structures
described in the attached Statement of Facts, and Commerz

ew York's failure to file any

suspicious activity reports, more than $ 1.6 billion Do wed through Commerz New York in
furtherance of the Olympus accounting fraud .

III . THE DEFENDANT IN REM
14.

On or about March 11, 20 15, Commerz and Commerz

ew York entered

into a Deferred Prosecution Agreement with the United States, wherein, inter alia, Commerz
agreed to forfe it $300,000,000, i.e., the Defendant Funds, to the United States. Corrunerz agrees
that the facts contained in the Deferred Prosecution Agreement, with the accompanying
BSAIAML Statement of Facts and Information to be filed, establish the Defenda nt Funds are
subject to forfeiture pursuant to United States Code, Section 981 (a)(l )(C) and agree that the
Defendant Funds represent a substitute res for the proceeds of the Olympus accounting frauJ that
flowed through Commerz during the course of the Olympus accounting fraud.
15.

The

Deferred

Prosecution

BSNAML Statement of Facts are attached as Exhibit I.
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Agreement

and

the

accompanying

IV. C LAIM FOR FORFE ITURE
16.

Incorporated herein are the allegations contained in paragraphs one through

fourteen of this Verified Complaint.
17.

T itle

1~ ,

United States Code, Section 98J (a)( l )(C) subj ects to forfeiture

" [a]ny prope1ty, real or personal, which constitutes or is derived from proceeds traceable to ... any
offense constituting 'specific unlawful activity' (as defined in section 1956(c)(7) of this title), or a
conspiracy to commit such offense."
1~.

"Specified unlawful activ ity" is defined in Title 18, United States Code,

Section 1956(c)(7), and the term includes, among other things, any offense listed under Title 18,
United States Code, Section 1961 ( I). Section 1961 ( I) lists, among other things, violations of
wire fraud (Section 1343) and " fraud in the sale of securities."
19.

Pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 98l(a)(2)(A), fo r

purposes of the civil forfeiture statutes, "proceeds" refers to "property of any kind obtained
directly or indirectly, as a result of the commission of the offense giving rise to forfeiture, and any
property traceab le thereto, and is not limited to the net gain or profit realized from the offense."
20.

By reason of the foregoing, the Defendant Funds arc subject to forfeiture to

the United States of America pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 98 1(a)( l )(C)
because the Defendant Funds represent a s ubstitute res for the proceeds of the Olympus
accounting fraud.
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WHEREFORE, plaintiff United States of America prays that process issue to
enforce the forfeiture of the defendant-in-rem and that all persons having an interest in the
defendant-in-rem be cited to appear and show cause why the forfeiture should not be decreed, and
that this Court decree forfeiture of the defendant-in-rem to the United States of America for
di sposition according to law, and that this Court grant plaintiff such further rel ief as thi s Court
may deem just and proper, together with the costs and disbursements of this action.
Dated: New York, New York
March 12, 2015
PREET BHARARA
United States Attorney for the
Southern District of New York
Attorney for the Plaintiff
United States of America

BY:
BONNIE JO NAS
SHARON COHEN L YIN
Assistant United States Attorneys
One St. Andrew' s Plaza
New York, New York 10007
Telephone: (2 12) 63 7-24 72/ 1060
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF NEW YORK
)
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK )
Thomas W. McDonald, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is a Special
Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"), and as such has responsibility for the
within action; that he has read the foregoing complaint and knows the contents thereof, and that
the same is true to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief.
The so urces of deponent's information on the ground of his belief are official
records and files of the United States, information obtained directly by the deponent, and
information obtained by other Jaw enforcement officials, during an investigation of alleged
violations of Title 18, United States Code.

Thomas W. McDonald
Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation

MARCO DASILVA
Notary Pu blic, Sta.te of New York
No. Oi DA6145603
Qual ifi ed in Nassau tyjunt~
My Commissi on Exp lres l l J 12..0/8
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